


BUSINESS M STILL GO ON • • 
Over four long years of hard, gruelling 
slogging, man-power problems, pro
duction difficulties, regulations t 
strangle, axation that quells the 
stoutest heart . • • yes, it' been 
easy on the home front ••• but it's not 
been easy in the hills of Crete, the 
sands of Libya and the rain-drenched 
jungles of New Guinea ••. yet the sun 
is beginning to shine a little more con
sistently, the first massive signs of 
better things to come are unmistak
able. We've seen it through so far and 
who's to say the last "pinch" will 
witness us falter. Already we here at 
CROWN are planning for a brighter 
and better future when Tom comes 
back and Dick takes up his old job, 
when Harry's back at the testing bench 
and Charlie is once again a customer. 
In the meantime we're still 'flat out" 
on Defence work, so we ask you to be 
patient. Remember our distributors are 
eager to help you meet all essential 

civil requirements, they are anxious 
to m-:,ke things as easy as they can 
for you-consult them always 

CROWN RADIO COMPONENTS 
INCLUDE 

B/C Coils, "Permatune" or Air Core. 
S/ W Co ils, "Permatune" or Air Core. 
l.F. Transformers, "Permatune" or Air Core. 
Tuning Units (with and without R.F. Stage) . 
Dials ( edgelit and celluloid). 
-rimmers. Padders. 

/I oltage Di<Viders. 
W / W Resistors. 

.,,:i·,.,,,. · •J, i 
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Frequency modulation is headline news in the papers these days, 
following on statements which have emanated from Canberra. 
Following the usual routine, these statements have in due coursP. 
been denied, and counter-statements have been issued. But where 
there is smoke you usually find fire, and so people gain the 
impression that there must be something to this frequency modu
lation business. The talk about frequency modulation has caught 
many radio engineers "on the hop", and we have ·been inundated 
for the back numbers in which the subject was dealt with, but 
these are no longer available. 

We have ·not had time to get a full story ready for this -issue, 
but we plan to cover the whole subject in detail in next month's 
issue, including the possibilities which the scheme may open up. 

We do not under-estimate these possibilities, but at the same 
time we feel sure that they will take a considerable time to 
reach fruition and there is not quite as much need for a rush as 
some of our readers seem to feel. 

First the war has to be completely cleaned up, then the plans 
have to be laid, and we cannot imagine that frequency modulation 
will be a completely established service until at least a couple 
of years after the cessation of hostilities. 

In the meantime, radio technicians will have ample time to 
become thoroughly acquainted with the new technique. 
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R. C. S. RADIO 
Page 4 

Radio developments, accelerated by increased war production and research 
have been "put in the ice" in the R.C.S. Laboratories until the end of the 
war. The directors of R.C.S. Radio feel confident that constructors and 
manufacturers who cannot obtain R.C.S. precision products fully appreciate 
the position and wish R.C.S. well in their all-out effort to supply the im
perative needs of the Army, Navy and Air Force. The greatly increased 
R.C.S. production. has been made possible by enlarged laboratory and fac
tory space and new scientific equipment, all of which will be at the ser
vict of the manufacturers and constructors after the war. 

Watch R.C.S. !-for the new improvements in materials and construction· 
developed by R.C.S. technicians bid fair to revolutionise parts manufac
ture and will enhance the already high reputation of R.C.S. products. 

PTY. LTD. I SYDNEY, N. S. W. 
The Australasian Radio World, October, 1944. 



SOMETHING FRESH IN AMPLIFIERS 
Ir is quite easy to get the impression 

that technical radio is stagnating, 
but not if you happen to be on the 

inside of the secret developments asso
ciated with army communication, radar 
equipment and other items which will 
be considered when the time comes for 
their publication. Keen enthusiasts can 

get some idea of these unprintable 
affairs if they study the details of 
some of the latest valve type releases. 

But even in the midst of these secret 
developments there comes quite a sen
sation in amplifier technique which is 
quite open for discussion. As if to dis
credit Flight Sergeant Edwards, who 
recently wrote of "an amplifier beyond 
reproach," comes the plan of · using 
the cathode follower circuit for am-, 
plifier work. 

Repairing and adjusting A.I.F. service radio equipment in a trailer workshop Just behind 
~he front line. 

-Photo from Department of Information. 

Super Feedback use has been toyed with a bit, but we squeezed a few hours in which to 
first brought forcibly to our notice by run up a haywire amplifier to this 

The cathode follower circuit is so an article in a recent issue of the Eng- circuit. We were unable to really 
named for the cathode potentials fol- lish "Wireless World", which speaks bring it to an entirely final conclusion, 
low those on the grid, thereby getting for itself as it is reproduced in this but we proved that it is something 
what amounts to a big percentage of issue. Just as our interest was aroused really worthwhile and of intense in
degeneration or feedback as we usually by this article we received an addition- terest to the large number of our 
call it in these modern times. al spur from a New Zealand enthu- readers who are keen on quality re-

'I'he scheme has ,been used for some siast who sent along a suggested cir- production. 
time past in amplifiers in laboratory cuit which he was unable to try in · Solves a Problem 
equipment, as for example, in "Q" practice on account of lack of spare 
meters. . · time. . In. a ~utshell, the ~athode follower 

The idea of applying it to the audio We are also short of time, but the circmt ~ives one sol!lhon to the prob· 
amplifier for radio and gramophone scheme was too good to miss and so !em- _of 'Lhe speaker mput trans~orme_r1 

' previously one of the weakest )mks m 
,-----------~---------------------, any amplifier. With an ordinary am

,. 

8 :c 
,---------. °T 

PRIICTICA'-

20.000 

CATHOOE•FOI.LOWEP.. 
AMPLIF1£~ B+ 300v. 

The single-ended amplifier. In the 1>Ush-pull version. See page 16. 
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plifier feeding into a plate load there 
is the tendency for the effective out-

~

,..,..~.,,.._.,,,,._.,,,, •• ,1,,.•,l'a"',l'.h"."..._W" 

CATHODE FOLLOWERS- ~ 
See also pages 11 and 16 
in this issue. 

"r/'.,Yd"J"h-.,•.,-.,•,.-.,.,......._. •• ,.._._. •• ,.. • ._.., 
put from the speaker to be affected 
by the impedance of the primary of 
the input transformer, which will vary 
according to the frequency being hand· 
led. But in the cathode follower cir
cuit the matter of impedance is of little 
importance. In practice this means a 
vastly improved lo~~ note response with 
the ordinary commercial type of speak
er input transformer. And by an im
proved response we do not mean a 
boominess, but a cleaner, clearer-cut 
low reproduction which is a definite 
step towards realism. The . improve
ment is readily distinguished by the 

( Continued on next page) 
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Instrument Knobs: 
At Right-

Type MVI Pointer with 
special Brass insert with 
screw thread. 

At Left-
Type MV2 Large Dial 
Knob with metal insert 
and 2 Grub-screws. 
(Available with or without 

flange.) 

• 

SOMETHING FRESH 
(Continued) 

ear under ordinary listening conditions. 
The idea can also be applied to the 

interstage audio transformer, a cheap 
transformer with comparitively low 
primary impedance becomes adequate 

'3 to give response which would other
: wise be obtainable only with an expen
• sive hi-fidelity type of transformer. 
--:: Still further, the scheme all,ows a 
1 single-ended amplifier to become almost 
~ I as good as a push-pull one. The old 
1 bogey of the d.c. current in the pri
"' mary of the speaker transformer and 
~ its effect on the inductance of it be
:=: comes of little importance. The ex
, treme feedback effect takes care of 

harmonic distortion. 

The Drawbacks. 

The drawbacks are mainly in re
"'j gard to voltage gain, but these arc 
='i of little imuortance in these days of 

pick-ups with high signal output and 
audio pentodes with effective gain of 
a hundred a stage. In round figures, 
the valve which is cathode loaded loses 
all of its normal gain, and has even 
a slight "loss." 'fhis is all covered in 
the other articles on cathode followers 
which have been included in this issue 
to cover the subject fully. After yo1 1 

have read them all you will know as 
:much about the subject as most of us! 

··.,.,. Practical Work. 

~ -- I+.,-~ ~ \ ,. , ran up the amplifier exactly as des-
~ -- ~Ot\\ 11 .·-·:,-.,,,-#&\¾_;: lam~~~t~?~~c~1n1t:k f~\~ l:~1r~~bj;! 

'---. --......._ '-. \:·,:, \ ',, '\ \\ \ cribed by our New Zealand reader, 
, , ' ~ ~ \ % \\ but using an audio transformer with 411 ~ ' I' ... , \<'\\~ a three-to-one ratio which was the 

only type available to us at the mom-
nt. Results were right up to expecta

tions as regards tonal quality and 
completely substantiated the above 
statements in regard to the quality 

(RE OD,) possible with a cheap transformer. 

RELIABLE RADIO PARTS 
Ours was one which originally sold at 
a list price of six shillings and six
pence, yet the final •reproduction com
pared more than favourably with two 

E MBODYING the many technical advances pro-
duced by the rapid war tempo, Aegis quality 

parts have proved as pre-eminent under the exact
ing conditions of war as they were in peace-time. 
Limited quantities are still available (when 
defence contracts pennit) to licensed service 
mechanics for radio replacements. For reliability, 
specify AEGIS! 

Manufacturers of Aegis Products 

J. D. MAGRATH 
208 LITTLE LONSDALE ST., MELBOURNE 

. WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS: 
VIC.: Howorc Electrical C-, Radio Pty. Ltd., Vere Street, Richmond 

Replacement Parts Pty. Ltd., 618 Elizabeth Street, C.1. 
M.S.W.: Radio Equipment Pty. Ltd., 208 Broadway, Sydney 
W.A.: Nicholsons Ltd., Barrack Street, Perth. 

other amplifiers which we were abk 
to plug in one after the other to 
compare results by ear. These others 
;were both resistance-coupled jobs, one 
with beam power valves and concer
tina phase changer with feedback to 
he screen of the first audio. The other 

had triodes with a direct-coupled 
:phase changer. Both of these ampli-
fiers were considered to be pretty 
good, but we immediately switched our 
affection to the new job with the 
athode follower. It was obvious, how
ver, that we did not get full power 

output and a higher ratio of audio 
ransformer is required. 

Single-ended Amplifier 

To confirm this belief we changen 
things around so as to have a single 

( Continued on page 26) 
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''NOVACHORD'' IS ELECTRONIC PIANO 
MANY of us are inclined to develop being generated by ernRloying in alt, shows the fundamental circuit of one 

a "one track mind" with regard I,63 individual vacuum tubes. Quite an of the 12 audio oscillators. The two 
to vacuum tubes and their uses. impressive total at a glance, but when triode sections shown are really one 

We think of them applied to receivers, split up into groups and taking sections tube, a 6C86 which has two independ
transmitters, amplifiers, talkie equip- the mode of operation is fairly simple. ent triodes in the one envelope. It 
ment and various items of equipment. As most people are aware, there are can be seen that this is really a relaxa
But when it comes to applying vacuum twelve notes in a musical octave in- tion type of oscillator, the frequency of 
tubes to the vast new electronic field, eluding full tones and semi-tones. The which is adjusted by a sliding core of 
the average man is usually at sea, also top twelve notes in the Novachord are powdered iron in or out of the coil. 
many radio men are in the same boat. ~~~~~~~~~~~~W>(!XW>(!X~ The output of the first triode is essent-
When it is realised, however, that the ially sinusoidal in waveshape, one of 
electronic field is destined to open up By the peaks befog slightly lopped off. The 
a tremendous untouched market in second triode is operated almost at cut-
Australia and elsewhere in the post- CHARLES MUTTON off point which provides an output ex-
war period, radiomen will be well ad- 1 Plow Street, Thornbury, Vic. trernely rich in harmonics. Many will 
vised to wake up to the amazing poten- i)@~i)@~M>~~'M~~~:w~"~W~ exclaim "What about distortion." Re-
tialities of "electronics" in general. • member, however, that a sine wave out-

It is proposed to discuss and describe . put when reproduced can become ex-
the "N ovachord" electric piano pro- g~nerated bY: twelve separate ~udw os- tremely monotonous to listen to and as 
duced by the makers of the "Harn- cillators which operate. contm~ously. far as music is concerned we want lots 
rnond" organ. Such a discussion should ?-'hese are the only oscillat?rs m ~he of harmonics to give the sound life and 
provide many of our. readers with food rnstrument. However, a~sociated with character. Two separate output points 
for thought as there are many prin- each of the twelve oscil~a~ors are a are used for isolation and to provide 
ciples involved in the design of this nui:riber of frequency divider tubes a high amplitude signal on ·the follow
instrument which can be applied to whi_ch halve the frequency of the pre- ing divider tube. 
many other devices in the electronic cedmg tube, thus we get our octave 
field. frequencies of the top range by divid-

Principle of Operation ing down and down say from 4,000 
cycles to 32 cycles. As there are 6 

The "Novachord" electric piano has octaves for each note or oscillator, 
no moving parts such as strings, reeds, we have .6 irequency halvers following 
or rotating tone wheels, all its tones each of the twelv·e oscillators. Fig. l 

T1·T1. • 6C8Ci 

zsov 

Divider Circuit 

Figure 2 shows the divider circuit. 
The tube used in the "Novachord" is a 
6W7 remote cut off RF pentode similar 

( Continued on page 9) 
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EI.ECT!\OnIC S 
.. t.he ke1/ to Tomorri 

THE radio valve is really an electron tube. It controls electrons-the smallest 
particles of matter known to science. It operates in the world of sub-atoms, where 
these electrons travel at speeds approximating the speed of light-186,000 miles a 
second! 

In the development and applications of electronics to the science of war and of 
post-war industrial problems, PHILIPS are playing a major role. 

Philips scientists and engineers have long been putting the electron to work 
for the welfare of man. They have pioneered and developed many electronic 
vacuum tubes, apparatus and appliances whose purpose is to labour, to entertain, 
to instruct, to heal. 

Remember, when you handle a Philips Valve you have in your fingers the key 
to the most uncanny yet the most potent discovery of modern times. 

PHILIPS 
Lamps and Lighting • Radio and Television • Transmitting Equipment • Electronic Devices , X-Ray Apparatus • 

Electrical Equipment for Industry, etc. 

PHILIPS 
Sydney 

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES OF 
Melbourne Adelaide 

AUSTRALIA 
Perth 

PTY. LIMITED 
Brisbane 



"NOVACORD" 
( Continued on page 7 J 

attack switch provides a bias value less taves. It may be noticed that in the 
than cut off. By releasing the key tonal control section that the resonant 
C5 is nearly discharged by RB and C4 frequency of the third tuned circuit 

to our 607G except for a heater current quickly returns to normal cut-off po- is approximately 2,500 cycles. How
of .15 amps instead of .3; the reason tential because of the shorting of R6. ever the harmonics of the fundament
for this is obvious. The divider circuits In the case of fast attack C5 starts als extend well beyond 2,637 C.P.S. 
are also rich in harmonics, but it must off with a large charge when the key If one of the resonator circuits has 
be realised that these dividers are not is up rapidly losing it across R9 plus its largest resistance setting and all 
oscillators for, if one of the oscillators C4 RB combination. This results in other resistances are at minimum set-· 
should fail to operate the dividers cease only a momentary application of grid ting, then a given band of harmonics 
to function in the absence of an input bias less than cut-off. will be emphasised. A setting of some 
signal. The divider merely passes cur- An intermediate setting of the attack resistance at the "·full tone" will allow 
rent for every second positive grid switch produces assimilated tones of part of the ., regular output from the 
voltage alternation and actually acts the plucked as well as bowed string control tubes to pass through unaltered 
as a non-linear amplifier. The cathode ( violin and piano). Fig. 7 shows impli- as well as diminish the accentuation of 
floats at a direct current potential with tude-time curves for various settings a particular resonant frequency range 
respect to ground so that the voltage of the· attack switch. by that resonator. 
between cathode and grid will be the 
cut-off voltage of the tube. Hence the Tone Control Foot Pedal 

~irect curren~ in the tube is a~most Fig. ~ shows the tone_ c?ntrol section The foot pedal volume control 
fixed almost mdependent of the input of the mstrument consisting of reson- operates a 350 uuF variable condenser 
signal and very small in average value. ant filters w~ich serve to attenuate or to vary the gain of a pre-amplifier 

Wave :t:orms across .c3 and C2 ~re accentuate e1~her the treble or bass tube through altering the plate to grid 
sawtooth m ch~racter, chat at C3 bemg ranges as desired. . negative feedback. This system elimin-
larger in amplitude and slope and thus_ The keyboard range 1s from 43.7 
drives the next divider more effectively. C.P.S. to 2,637 C.P.S. a full six oc- (Continued on page 15) 
Increasing RI, R3 beyond 1 to 3 megs 
mav result in the frequency being di
vided by three or more instead of two 
as desired. Below one meg the out
put frequency may be the same as the 
input. 

Control 'Iube 

The purpose of the control tube is 
to nrovide a wide cltoice of the timbre 
of the final tone in the output system. 
With the playing key up the grid is 
so negative that plate current does not 
flow through the tube, even with a 
signal on the grid. Under normal con
ditions the input signal to the grid ts 
sawtoothed so that the control tube 
acts as a distorter, thus furnishing an 
extremely rich harmonic output. By 
adding C3 the sharpness of the positive 
signal voltage alternation renders a 
tone more mellow by altering the upper 
lrnrmonics. 

The keying arrangement on the con
trol tube circuit in Fig. 4 permits slow, 
medium or fast attack as well as the 
sustaining of the tones hy means of 
a fo_ot pedal which gives a similar 
effect to an ordinary piano pedal which 
serves to remove the string dampers. 

The function of this part of the in
strument is as follows. For organ 
effects the attack switch may be placed 
at "slow" so that condenser C5 has 
very little charge when the playing 
key is up, owing to RB being much 
lower in resistance than R9. By de
pressing the key C5 charges up slowly 
through R9 and in turn the increase 
of negative potential carried over to 
C4 through RS, results in slowly dimin
ishing the positive cathode potential, 
so that the positive signal peaks . are 
effective in producing very brief plate 
current pulses of increasing amplitude. 
The transient charging over, the plate 
current pulses continue constant in 
amplitude as long as the key is de
pressed, since the voltage across the 
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CATHODE FOLLOWER OUTPUT STAGE 
THE cathode follewer !11 finding effect on the input capacitance, for coupling transformer secondary direct

many applications in modern radio the potential difference developed ly to the chassis. This c·an be done 
technique, and hall been described across it is very small, namely, the when the DC resistance of the output 

in some detail in previous issues of difference between the signal voltage transformer primary in from 100-150 
this journal* The basic circuit is and the output voltage. For most prac- ohms; if it is lower than about 80 
shown in Fig. 1, where it is seen that tical purposes the input capacitance ohms, it may be necessary to apply 
the device is a single-stage amplifier -~A~H~Wl~Wi4><!~~1K'.>4)<l~~~~ negative bias to the grid of the valve. 
with its load connected in the cathode "' ~ The best procedure to adopt it to con-
lead instead of the anode lead, while By nect a milliammeter in the HT lead and 
the output is taken from the cathode adjust the bias until the correct value 
instead of the anode. The effect of such C. J. MITCHELL 
an arrangement is to reduce the stage A.M.I.E.E. 
gain to a value slightly less than unity, Reprinted from the "Wireless World" Cga 
for the total output voltage appears 
on the cathode and therefore is oppos- (Eng.) 1 
ing the input voltage, but the salient jCgc 
features of the device are a high input may be co s'd d t b l t th 1 
impedance and a low output impedance, g 'd t nd 1 ere ·to e equa O e t 

h. h d th t ·t bl f r1 - o-ano e capac1 ance. 1 
w 1c ren er e s age sm a e or Th t t · d f th th d ,b · · b · l e ou pu 1mpe ance o e ca o e .-, mterposmg etween a s1gna source follo · 1 t · d d t f th fCg11 with a high output impedance and an wer IS a mo.!j 1!1 epen en o _e 1 
amplifier with a low input impedance. value ?f the load impedance, :ind 1s : 

HT 
SMOOTHIN(l 

. . . approximately equal to the reciprocal 1 
It 1s !1ot mtended to derive ~o~plete of the mutual conductance (in amperes '---'f ____________ .._ __ 

expressions for the character1sbcs of per volt) of the valve employed in 
~he ca~hode follower, and the follow- the circuit. By considering the basic 
u_ig ~r1ef. survey of the nature of the circuit in Fig 1, it can be seen that 
circuit will suffice. . the effect of drawing a current from 

Fig 2 The inter-electrode capacitances are re
presented as condensers connected externally to 
the valve. Since the HT + line is by-passed 
to earth by the smoothini: condenser in the 
power pack Cga and Cac are virtually in the 
posi-tions indicated by the broken lines. In the first place, the stage gam can the output terminals will be to re

be calculated from the well-known duce the cathode potential. This will 
feedback formula: enable the valve to pass more cur- of current is flowing, not forgetting 

Ao rent, and the extra current passed that the meter is indicating both anode 
A= --- (1) by the valve will tend to restore the and screen current. This should be 

I - BAo cathode potential to its original value. 40 mA. The bias is by no means 
wpere A= the gain of the amplifier The principal application of the cath- critical, and the valve will deliver a 

with a fraction B of the ode follower is that of an impedance- reasonably large undistorted output 
output fed back into input matching device (or " buffer" stage), when the grid is overbiased. In general, 
terminals but the circuit can be readily adapted it is better to overbias than to under-

Ao = the gain of the amplifier for operation as an output stage, where bias the grid. 
without feedback. the low output impedance will provide . 

. . . . . excellent damping for the loudspeaker Matching Loudspeaker to Valve 
Smee B 1s negative, and 1n this case . . . ' 
equal .to unity, the expression becomes: while the large negative. feedbac~ will \Vhen employed as a tr.lode the AC2/ 

:ender the stage practically distort- Pen has a .mutual conductance of 0 .01 
Ao 1onless. . . . . ampere per volt and a.n AC resistance 

A = --- (2) . The circuit recommended _is shown 1n of 2,500 ohms. In a normal amplifier 
I + Ao Fig. 3. The output valve is. a Mazda with a resistance in the anode the 

uZ ACZ/p_en. ~o~mected as a trwde. The maximum power will be delivered to the 
or, A=_______ (3) potential d1v1der. connected :i-cros~ the load when its resistance is equal to 

Ra+ (u + l)Z HT. _suppl_y ~rovides the grid with a the AC resistance of the valve, but if 
uZ P051~1ve bi~s. lil 0rder to ~ffset the ex- the load is a resistive impedance (a 

(since Ao=----., where Ra is cess1ve positive _cathode bias produced transformer-coupled loudspeaker, for 
Ra + z by the DC r~s1stance. 0 ~ the output instance), it can be shown that the 

. . transf~rme~ primary wmdm~. In so~e maximum undistorted power olltput 
the yalve AC resistance, u the amph- cases, 1t _will b~ fo1;11~ possible to dis·- will be obtained when the load impe
ficabon factor and Z the load 1m- pense with this biasmg arrangement dance is ePual to t wice the AC resist
p~dance_) Ao is alw~ys. large compared and to connect the earthy end of the ancc of tl;e valve. A suitable value 
with umty, s~ the gam IS always slightly of load impedance will t herefore be 
less than umty. . . ,--------- + 111 5,000 ohms. 

The ~ffects of mter-~lectrode c_apaci- In d@cidin£" on a suit able value of 
tances m a valve are m proportion to cathode load imped:m ce, it should be 
the vol~ages _deyeloped across the_m. borne in mind that t he cathode imped-
From F111:. 2 it 1s seen. tha~ the gri~- ance must be matched to the AC re-
to-anode _capacita~ce 1s Virtually in sistance of the valve, and not t o the 
parallel with the signal source; the~e- t---,o output impedance of the circuit. This 
fore one. o_f the C?mponents. of the m- may• seem a little confusing, for, in 
put ~apac1tance 1s the gr1?-to-anode OUTPUT order to o,btain the maximum output 
capacitan~e (Cga) . The grid-to-c!"th- from a generator, the load impedance 
ode capacitance, however, has but little ..____________ must be equal to the output impedance 

- 11 T of the generator, so it would appear 
* Wireless 

1942, p . 164. 
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World, July, 19-41, p. 176; July Fig. I. Basic circuit of the cathode that the correct value of cathode load 
follower. impedance would be of the order of 
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200 ohms. 'rhls argument does not 
apply to the cathode follower, how
ever, and we must not overlook the 
fact that, although the circuit charac
teristics are changed by the negative 
feedback, the valve characteristics are 
entirely unchanged. The feedback 
simply modifies the input between the 
grid and cathode of the valve, and 
this attenuated input is subjected to 
the full amplification of the valve, just 
as it would be in a normal amplifier. 
The apparently low output impedance 
is due to the fact that a decrease of 
output resulting from the application 
of a load of low impedance to the 
output terminals results in a reduction 
of the opposing signal fed back, which, 
in turn, results in a larger input ap
pearing between the grid and cathode 
of the valve. When viewed from this 
angle it is seen that the valve still 
requires the same load impedance as 
it does when functioning without nega-

C2 
4µF 

R3 
750!1. 

2s,ooon 

1µF 
Cl 

R2 

Ill~( 
R5 

Fig. 3. Circuit of output stage and pre-amplifier. The biasing potential 
divider R4, R5 consists of a 100,000 ohm resistor in series with R5. 
The value of the latter depends on the DC resistance of the output 

transformer primary. 

tive feedback. and if a load impedance of 5,000 ohms tion region of its characteristic. The 
It can be argued, of course, that is employed, the AC power in the load anode voltage swing can be calculated 

if the wrong value of load impedance will be 5,000.1' (since W = I'Z). If the in a similar manner. 
is employed, the input will automatic- 1 W = 3 watts= V'/Z = V'/5,000 
ally adjust itself and so offset to a ower is 3 watts, then 1, _ ___ .,. V = V 15,000 = 122 V (RMS) = 
large extent the effects of incorrect P - 5 000 ' 173 V (peak). If the HT voltage is 
matching. ·while this is perfectly true, ' 250, the maximum theoretical voltage 
there is no point in deliberately mis- and I = 24.5 mA (R.MS). The peak swing of the cathode will be 500 V, 
matching the load to the valve, and value of this current will be 34.5 mA, and the peak-to-peak cathode voltage 
the following example will demon- so the HT current fluctuations will be swing (346 V) can occur without the 
strate the effects of incorrect values of from 5.5 mA to 74.5 mA-it will be valve cutting off. 
load impedance. possible for the current to swing about Now consider the effect of matching 

In the circuit under discussion, the its mean value of 40 mA without the the load to the ouput impedance. If 
valve passes a steady current of 40mA, valve running into the cut-off or satura- the load impedance is 200 ohms, then 

\V = 200.12• If the no-signal current 

<tllll 11 l IIIIII I I I lllJ 
0 0 ~ O 
fl,! ~ 0 0 

_. ~ 
•RtQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fig. 4. Frequency characteristic of output stage. The increase in gain .at 
the lower frequencies is due to phase shift. I 

:J=tmllll 111111111 I HttttJ 
0 0 0 0 
N O O 0 

- 9- 0 
2 

FREQUENCY IN CVCI.ES PER SECOND 

Fig. 5 

IH/11111 [HHll~_U lllfllt-
£ 8 8 g 

~ 0 
FREQIJCl-iC 'f !N CYC 1.ES p;:,1 S€:CO~W 

Fig. fl 
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through the valve is 40 mA, the m axi
mum peak-to-peak current swing will 
be from zero to 80 mA, so the peak 
AC component will be 40 mA = 28.3 
mA (RMS); the power will be 
(0.0283)' X 200 = 0.16 watt! If the 
input voltage were increased to bring 
the output up to 3 watts as before, 
then the peak-to-peak current swing 
would be 346 mA. Since the current 
cannot fall below zero, this means that 
the current would have to swing from 
zero to 346 mA; the negative half
cycles would have an: amplitude 40 mA 
and the positive half-cycles an ampli
tude of 306 mA. The distortion intro
duced would be nearly 50 per cent. 
without taking into account distortion 
of the positive half-cycles due to satura
tion. This distortion would be reduced 
by the negative feedback, but with a 
load of 200 ohms the internal gain of 
the circuit would be only 1.9, and, there
fore, the distortion would be reduced 
to just less than 17 per cent. 

With the higher load impedance, the 
internal gain of the circuit would be 
approximately 17 and the distortion 
introduced would be reduced to 1/18 
of its original value, so even 50 per 
cent. distortion introduced py over
loading the valve would be reduced to 
Jess than 3 per cent. 

The "gain" of the stage (without 
( Continued on next page) 
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LOOKING AHEAD 

C::ATHODE FOLLOWER$ cart be obtained wtth a P:X.25, pr!Jvided 
that the preceding stage is capable of 

(Continued from page 11) providing a sufficiently large .voltage 
swing to drive it. It should be borne 

the intervalve transformer) remains in mind that, whether the valve has 
lev.el at about 0,95 from 100 c/s to a filament or an indirectly heated 
15 kc/s, above which frequency the cathode, the LT winding supplying it 
circuit could not be tested owing to should be isolated from the common 
the lack of a suitable oscillator. Below LT supply, otherwise the large cathode 
~O c/~ there is. a _considerable incre~se potential fluctuations may damage the 
m gam, and this 1s due to phase sluft heater insulation. 
which reduces the effective value of 
the negative feedback, but over the 
rest of the frequency range phase shift 
is negligible. Speech-on-light System 

It may surprise the reader to notice The German Army is said to be using 
that an intervalve transformer is used a "speech-on-light" beam signalling 
instead of resistance-capacitance coup- system, which employs a modulated 
ling between the output valve and its light beam as the transmitting medium 
pre-amplifier, but unless there is a very for speech. The advantages claimed 
large high-tension voltage available 1t for this method, originally developed 
will not be possible to provide a suffi- in about 1935, is that, unlike radio, 
ciently large voltage swing to drive it cannot . readily be intercepted and 
the output valve; the input voltage is it dispenses with line field telephone 
larger than the output voltage, and is, systems. 
in .fact, the normal input vo~tage plus This German apparatus comprises a 
the output voltage. A good mtervalve send-receive head, which contains a 
~ransformer par1;1llel fe_d sh_ould not lamp, modulating device, transmitting 
mtroduce appreciable distortion. The lens (SO mm.), colour filters, receiving 
transformer employed in the circuitl lens, photo-cell (Thalofide type) and 

In the midst f shown in Fig. 3 is a Ferranti A:f!·1', its amplifier and built-in telescope (for 
RAD I OK O WO r the frequency characteristic of which aligning the instrument with distant 

ES has yet found is shown in Fig. 5. terminal), the whole unit standing on 
time to look h d ~od Reproduction a strong tripod. The separate send--

a ea --<ind receive AF amplifiers and batteries are 
many of the great advances When the amplifier was tested on housed in a box, wh~ch is placed on 
that have been . a radio programme, the reproduction the ground near ~he tripod. '!he ap.par-
f . · made in the was remarkably good. Speech was re- atus, complete with accessories, weighs 
ield of modern radio e u· _ produced with as good fidelity as the about 54 lb. 

ment to me q IP narrow band of transmitted frequen- The instrument can be operated on 
. et the needs of cies permit, and consonants such as white, red or infra-red light, merely 

O nation at war hove bee "t" and "k" were clear and distinct; by turning a knob. By using the infra-
ado ted ' n the absence of bass resonance tended red filter, the possibility of enemy 

. P OS O permanent to give the impression that orchestral interception is prevented and secret 
programme. These im d items would lack bass, but this im- communication in darkness ensured: 

d prove pression was false, for in musical items The average effective range, dependent 
pro ucts and processes will the bass was well maintained, although on atmospheric conditions, is about five 
odd immeosurobl not exaggerated by mechanical reson- miles at which dis~ance. the practically 

. Y to the ances. These imP.rovements are due to parallel beam of light 1s about 90 ft. 
quality and technical excel- the large negative feedback and to the wide. Reception is by means of head-
lence of th RADlOK exceptionallr heavy damping of the phones. 

e ES loud speaker by the low effective out-
ports and equipment yo put impedance of the circuit. Distor-
will need · . u tion could not be detected until the 

rn the post-war valve was delivering its full output of New York Viewers. * 
World. When makin I 3½ watts, after which further increases 
t -d g P ans of input resulted in a marked increase ~ re~ent survey of television re-

O ay, therefore remember in distortion. One remarkable feature ce1vers m the New. York area, un~er-
to provide f 11 • • of the circuit is the unsually large taken by the National B~oadcastmg 

. Or the radio output which can still be obtained·Company, shows that only slightly over 
equipment of to-morrow. 11 when the valve is over-biased. Quite 80 per cent. of the . 4,-600 s~ts in the 

* 

RIDIOKES 
PTY. LTD. 

P.O. BOX 90 _:_ BRO.ADW.AY-SYDMEY 

Pase 12 

a good undistorted output can be ob- area are at present m workmg order. 
tained when the cathode current is The ~,urvey furt_her reve~l~d that !here 
reduced to half its normal value; this was a re~pons1ve telev1s1on aud1:nce 
is due to the fact that distortion pro- of 40,000 m the New York area. 
duced in the valve is reduced in the 
same proportions as the gain, and when 
operating with a 5,000-ohm load this 
reduction is 18 to 1. * 

Copper-covered steel wire for high 
It is not essential to use a pentode frequency communication lines has 

or tetrode in this circuit, and any valve been developed and found as efficient 
with a high mutual conductance should as solid copper wire.-"Science News 
give good results. A greater output Letter." 
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PICK-UP PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 
PART 1 

IN this article, which is actually a 
series of lessons in the theory and 
practice of electro-acoustics ( the 

conversion of electrical energy to sound 
and vice versa), the data given applies 
in most cases not only to pick-ups but 
also to loudspeakers, microphones and 
even to ~uch non-electric devices as 
pendulurns, the riding of a motor car 
and the sound-proofing of buildings! 
Few amplifier enthusiasts are aware 
that pick-up theory can be as exact as 

An article in three parts dealing with 
the theory of vibrations and damping, 
design details of electro-magnetic pick• 
ups, and the choice and use of filters. 

L.F. 

A: Orig;nal Curve.. 
B = R.e.s1A.lt ot incrmsinCj 

"'a.s-, o.f h~Qd. 
C • Res""'lt o-f Impro,..ed 

Ocu--n pi"'~· 

Armature 
R.esonan." 

consisting of an inductance and Capac- (C is called 'the "complance" 
ity, the balance wheel of a watch -it is the opposite or re-

By 

swings to and fro. ciprocal of stiffness.) 
A.M.1.R.E. (Aust.)* All these rates of vibration or reson- Unit force is one "dyne", ap-

J. W. STRAEDE, B.Sc., 

• • • • • • • • • • •• • • , ant frequencies, in addition to the re- proximately the weight of 
sonant frequencies of a pick-up or one milligram. 

that relating to railway engine design, loudspeaker, can be calculated from For the needle resonance of a pick-
that there are no hidden mysteries and simple related formula: up or for the oscillation of a balance 
that it is just a case of combining 1 wheel in a watch ( or anything which 
the theory of mechanical vibrations For a pendulum f = pivots): 

1 with a little elementary knowledge of 2 .- yL c 
alternating currents. where L = length of pendulum in centi- f = -----

The science of vibrations includes so metres 2 ,r -V LC 
many things, such as acoustics, balance C = the mass . that the earth where L = the "moment of inertia" ( or 
wheels in watches, shock-absorber and attracts with unit force flywheel effect) of the mov-
spring design in motor cars, and the ( approx. .00I gram). ing part 
Same rules and formula apply to all For a lou,dspeaker cone or for the C = the angle that the moving 
of these. An alternating electric cur- bass resonance of a pick-up or for any- part can he turned through 
rent is a form of vibration, so anyone thing at all that vibrates to and fro: by unit "couple" ( or twist-
who can understand A.C. can under- 1 ing leverage). 
s~and _the production and absorption of f = ----- Unit couple is the leverage exerted 
Vibrations. . . 2 ,r -VL C bv one dyne (see above) acting one 

Mo~t rad'.? enthusi~~ts know the where L = the mass (weight) of the c~ntimetre away from the pivot). 
~eanmg of reso1;ance. A pendulu_m cone or pick-up head in Now it will be noticed that the re--
vibrates at a ce_rtam rate, cu!rent _osci!- grams. sonant frequency in every case depends 
lates at a certam frequency m a circmt C = distance (in ems.) that the on two factors. Actually there are only 
*Lecture~ in Electronics at Melbourne Technical cone or pick-up head can be two main types of vibration that we 

Collei:e moved by unit force. n,•ed consider: "Back-and-forwards" 

~ 

r-U-,d\ '\_ 
I 

lj • I ,, I 
~,,r, 

fl,, ads as 
d.,rnpi':1 
"'l;, .. t, 

/< 
t '"lo- and- fyo 

V; ra1ioM 
(j_ ., n,a ss ,_, ,r,',.1 

peort. L~c 
f = 2 7r Jzz= for c;,/1 'yrs 

. "'-./11,i'"f'~5-
of ,..;[;,,.(tt, Ol'\,S. 

{See fe~f jc,-r various meamnrs of L a.-.d C) 
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vibration and "Twisting about a Pivot" 
vibration. 

Back-and-forwards vibrations usually 
have comparatively low resonant fre
quencies whilst the twisting vibrations 
have fairly high resonant frequencies. 

A loudspeaker has only one main 
resonance, the bass resonance, depend
ing upon the mass (weight) of the 
cone and the compliance ( or freedom 
of movement) of the "spider" so loud
speaker design is not so troublesome 
(as regards major resonances) as pick
up design. 
. There are two very pronounced re
sonant frequencies in a pick-up and 
the farther apart these frequencies are, 
the better the tone of the pick up. 

Now, so far all we've discussed are 
the resonant fequencies. In practice, 
a pendulum doesn't go on swinging for 

(Continued on next page) 
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PICK-UPS at resonance, can be reduced consider- not been applied to pick-ups because 
(Continued) ably, but damping usually results in a we do not wish to hear anv extra 

loss of efficiency ( except, of course, sound at the resonant frequencies. Oil 
ever, a motor car dqesn't bounce for- where a loudspeaker cone is acoustic- damping has been used but has one or 
ever after traversing just one bump. ally damped by an efficient speaker more drawbacks. Either a large vane 
What stops things from vibrating per- horn). A magnetic pick-up with very has to be attached somehow to the 
petually at their resonant frequencies? little damping has a shrill unnatural armature thereby increasing its mo
The answer is, of course, that some tone due to certain high notes (around ment of inertia and increasing the need 
of the energy is converted to heat, the resonant frequency) being over- for damping or the oil must be situ
either directly by friction or by some emphasized. ated in some awkward place where it 
indirect method. This removal of Now what forms of damping have may rot rubber, corrode iron or copper 
energy is called "damping". By in- we available for pick-ups? There are or destroy insulation. Solid friction is 
creasing the amount of damping the various form9 of gas, liquid, solid and most undesirable be~ause there is an 
amplitude ( or size) of the vibration electrical damping. Air-damping has abrupt change between static and kin-
----------------------------------- etic solid friction resulting in discon-

tinuities in the wave-form and reallv 

DISSIPATE MORE WATTS 
PER UNIT COST 

Temperoture rise of the PR2S AII-Metol 
Rheostat at full load is about half that of 
conventional rheostats, thanks to efficient utilisation of the 
unique heat dissipating properties of aluminium. At full rota
tion a·n_d, measured at the hottest spot, this rise is only 140°C, 
In add1t1an, the full 25 watts may be applied across as little 
as one quarter of the winding area with only a minor tempero
ture increase rif 20°C. 

IRC All-Metal Rheostats ore your key to the utmost in 
rheostat efficiency, whatever the opplicot1on. 
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"' horrible tone. · 
Must commonly employed as a damp

ing material is' rubber, but it is far 
from )'lerfect. It is, in fact, a semi
solid consisting mainly of a colloidal 
mixture. Even rubber is not bad as 
a damping material (it · does absorb 
some energy though not as much as 
people think!) but most pick-up de
signers also employ the snrne piece of 
rubber as an anti-poling device. 

Electrical damping does not seem 
to have been used much so far fol' 
moving-iron pick-ups, but can easily 
be tried by winding the bobbin on a 
non-magnetic metal former. Just wind
ing a few extra turns on the bobbin 
and short-circuiting them is of some, 
but not much, use as they are too 
far away from the armature to absorb 
much energy in the form of eddy cur
rents. Moving-coil meters employ elec
trical damping to obtain a "dead-beat" 
effect ( to bring the needle to rest 
sooner) by using a copper or alumin
ium frame for the coil. There is no 
reason why this cannot be used for 
a moving coil pick-up providing the 
coil and former are light. There is 
yet another form of damping-negative 
feedback. By applying inverse feed
back over a reversible device such a& 
a loudspeaker, microphone or pick-up, 
the response can be evened out. This 
negative feedback system of "damping" 
works best when the device is a re
versible one of high efficiency. It's no 
good applying it to a pick-up which 
has a weak magnet with the pole 
pieces a long way from an armature 
of poor quality stel!l. Electrical damp
ing is also of most use in high-effi.
ciency reversible devices. 
RecoNI Wear. 

Record wear depends mainly 01i 

three factors: the downward thrust on 
the needle, the stiffness of the needle 
in its suspension, and the presence or 
otherwise, of resonances. Bad track
ing, of course, will also cause wear
this is discussed in a later part. 

The downward thrust can be re
duced by counterbalancing or by use of 
a spring. The latter is not to be re
commended on any account-in fact, 
one famous American manufacturer 
actually employs excessive counter·· 
balancing together with a spring that 
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applies pressure to the record! Coun- "NOVACORD" amplified by the following 6J5. The 
terbalancing has several advantages: (Continued from page 9) amplified ripple appears across RI and 
The thrust does not depend on record will drive the next tube which is the 
thickness, the counter-balance weight ates problems of wear associated with actual filter, and the plate current of 
increase the moment of inertia of the other forms of foot pedal contro,s. this tube will change so that it opposes 
arm and lowers the bass resonant fre- Audio Amplifier the original ripple in the line and is 
quency, it is much easier to measure The audio amplifier consists of two of such value that it cancels out. Any 
the thrust on the record and dropping 56 trio.des feeding 4 push-pull parallel high frequency ripple introduced by 
the pick-up accidentally causes less 2A3 output tubes. the oscillators into the power supply 
damage. A certain amount of down- Power Pack is also filtered out by this system. 
ward thrust is necessary for three It is interesting to note that the Tubes 5, 6 and 7 operate in the same 
reasons: power pack uses vacuum tubes in a way on the 65 volt tap on the voltage 

First the pick-up must not jump novel arrangement whereby the tubes divider network'. 
from one groove to another, second replace the usual filter condensers in Because the voltage regulation of tl:ie 
the pressure between record and needle standard ty2es of power packs. The 5V4 and supply transformers is poor. 
has a desirable damping effect on high- action of such filtering is as follows. the filter tube plates can really be re
pitchea needle vibration, and third a Referring to Fig. 6 it can be seen the garded as operating as variable loads 
fair thrust is sometimes needed to pre- 5V4 rectifier supplies 250 volts between or voltage regulators rather than to 
vent "chatter", especially if the pick- terminals 1 and 5 with the filtering supply a 180° out of phase hum buck
up needle is nearly vertical as in some by the following three tubes. Filtering ing Yoltage. 
high-fidelity pick-ups. takes place like so. If a small ripple In conclusion the Novachord is the 

In ordinary pick-ups the stiffness of appears in the 250 volt line it will first commercial purely electronic 
the needle, plus armature, is bound up appear at the cathode of the first 6J7 musical instrument having a full key
with the amount of damping so not tube, through the condensers and is board on which chords may be played. 
mnch can be done about it. Possibly, 
after the war there will be available 
a material which, although viscous 
( and damping) is not stiff or elastic 
like rubber. 
Improving Cheap Pick-Ups. 

Generally the cheaper moving-iron 
pick-ups can be improved by a little 
careful treatment. First let us see how 
to improve response and reduce reson
ance: To lower the bass resonance 
frequency the pick-up head can be 
loaded and this extra load balanced 
by a weight on the other side of the 
pivot. An adjustable counter-balance 
is desirable. The high-frequency reson
ance depends on the moment of inertia 
of the armature and the stiffness. Wr, 
can reduce the moment of inertia by 
carefully filing off part of the tube 
into which the needle fits, and a tiny 
bit of the top of the armature. Using 
a shorter needle helps, as does a per
manent needle which enables the large 
needle holding screw to be replaced, 
by a small set-screw. 

If the output can be sacrificed, more 
of the armature can be removed. 

(Part 2 will deal with design de~ 
tails, armature suspensions, moving coil 
pick-ups, and includes a photograph of 
old and new type armatures.) 

-tc 
An improved method of electric con

tact heating has made the process 
practical for a wide range of uses, 
principal among them being the heat
ing of the bolt or firing mechanism on 
machine guns, of the hydraulic actuat
ing mechanisms on airplanes in the 
stratosphere, and of storage batteries 
in Army tanks in below-zero tempera
tures. The new heaters have the ad
vantages of light weight, of operating 
at low wattage, of being safe in the 
presence of explosive vapours, of opera
ting without deterioration of the heat
ing element, of withstanding severe 
vibration and of maintaining exact 
temperatures within close limits. 
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CATHODE- FOLLOWER AMPLIFIER DESIGN 
A RECENT article in the technical load impedance for maximum power The peak primary voltage is 

press (1) gave details of a cathode output. Thus for the tubes in question 350 
follower output stage. The main the following operating conditions = 70 volts 

advantages of this circuit were men·· apply:- 5 
tioned as . Plate voltage .. Ep. 250 There are several ways of feeding 

(a) low output impedance, thus pro- Grid bias the primary of this transformer, and 
viding excellent speaker damp- voltage .. Eg.-45 the one that would probably spring 
ing, and Plate current .. Ia .. 120 mills. (2 tubes) first to mind would be to use a triode 

(b) low distortion, due to the large Cathode to cathode load.Rc.5000 ohms such as a 6J5, either direct or shunt 
percentage, of negative feedback. Power output .. Po .. 7 watts coupled. The main disadvantage of 

A further advantage, not stressed The tube constants for reference, both of these methods is the reduction 
in the article, lies in the fact that are:- of the low frequency response and an 
the tube used in this way is not Mutual increase in low frequency distortion. 
critical to loads within certain limits. conductance Gm 5250 micromhos While the method of sfiunt feeding is 

It is the purpose of this article to Amplification · · · .. · · preferable to direct feed, the improve-
ment is still insufficient to be regarded 

factor· · - · , , · · · · u · · · 4.2 as entirely satisfactory. Push-pull driv-
Plate resistance, - , Rp . . 800 ohms ers, while reducing tube distortion, still By 

F /L. IAN C. HANSEN The peak voltage developed across the suffer from the same troubles. 
load is --c-c-,--,--- These can be overcome by the use 

62 Squad., R.N.Z.A.F., N.Z.A.P.O. 366, y2 X Po X Re= y2 X 7 X 5000 . of a cathode follower driver. The peak 
Overseas. = 264 volts input voltage necessary on the driver 

~(~ Now stage gain M' for a cathode fol- grid,_ assumin_g an inductance of. 50 
lower stage is henr1es a_s typical, would _be, at medmm 

illustrate how this latfer effect can frequencies, where Re 1s very much 
u Re 4.2 X 5000 th R be put to practical use in audio ampli- _______ _ ________ greater an p, 

fier work. (u+I) 70 X 21 
Let us assume that we wish to con- Re (u+l) + Rp (5000 X 5-2)+1600 70 X (--) =---= 73.5 volts 

struct an amplifier for a small school = "76 ( u ) 2.0 
to supply five classroom speakers with (Note that Rp for a push-pull stage (using a 6J5 driver tube, which has a 
one watt of power each. A suitable is twice the Rp of one tube.) u of 20 and Rp 7700.) This voltage 
choice of power tubes would be a pair Therefore, peak input voltage to can be readily obtained by using a 
of 2A3's or their six volt equivalents, output tube grids is resistance capacity coupled pentode, 
used a,s a class A stage with a plate 1 264 ~uch as a 6J7, which? w_hen used with 
voltage of 250, 264 X _ = __ = 350 volts approx. the consta~ts shown m the figur~, has 

Under these conditions the _output M' .76 a stage gam of 140 and a m~x1mum 
would be approximately seven watts, peak output voltage of approximately 
allowing a margin of two watts for This peak audio voltage would be 100. Thus the input voltage at the 
losses in lines and output transform- difficult to achieve by resistance capac· 6J7 grid to give full output is 
ers. ity coupling, without the use of a high 73.5 

It can be shown that, when used as voltage power supply. The solution, -- = ·5 volt approx. 
a cathode follower power output stage, then, is to use an audio transformer 140 
tubes should work into their normal having a s'tep-up ratio of 1 : 5. The linearity of the first sta~ could 

(~THODE-FOLLOWER 
flMPJ..1/:IE R. 

Svffd11ste.< DJ 
F/L IIIN.C.HRNfEN 

R.NZAF 
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2A3 

be imptoved by omitting the cathode 
by-pass condenser, and by returning 
the screen by-pass to the cathode. 
This would reduce the gain by approxi
mately half, necessitating a peak sig
nal input of one volt. 

Having thus designed the amplifier, 
the question of matching the output 
stage to the speaker load arises. As it 
is undesirable to run long leads at 
voice coil impedance, due to line losses, 
a standard value of low impedance 
matching transformer should be fitted 
to each speaker, say 600 ohms. Five 
such transformers when paralleled at 
the amplifier output will present a 
load of 600/5 or 120 ohms. The out
put transformer should be wound to 
match 5000 to 120 ohms, and will have 
a ratio of 

1 : y5000 
--=l :6·4 

120 
The peak output voltage at full sig

nal, across the 5000 ohm load was 
found to be 264 volts. The peak second-

(Continued on page 26) 
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* Inductance and Capacity Meter * 
IN the days before signal generators scope of such an instrument to deter- With such a wide range of applica

and service oscillators were the ac- mine the input and output capacities tions it should be apparent that such 
cepted thing, it was customary to of valves, which for certain applications an instrument can fill a definite place 

use the old method of utilising the is extremely handy. in any service organization or amateur 
absorption wave meter to determine (2) Can be used to accurately match workshop. 
th~ frequency of a tuned circuit. The of sections of gang condensers. Explanation of Operation 
method consisted of holding a tuned (3) Will check wiring capacity of re- Turning our attention now to the 
circuit comprising a capacity and in- ceivers. circuit we find the following sections: 
ductance near a resonant or oscillating (4) Enable the experimenter to cali- (1) Essentially we have a 6V6G 
system which was calibrated. When brate dials accurately. operating as an electron coupled oscil
the indicating instrument indicated a '®<i~~~~~~~~~~~W'®(~~~ lator, using the screen as the plate of 
sharp dip at a particular resonant fre- the oscillator and the normal plate 
quency, it was then knowJ1 t6at the By serving to couple the output to the ex-
circuit being measured was fairly dose CHARLES MUTTON ternal circuit which is comprised of 
to the resonant frequency of the oscil- C3 and C5 and the external coil or 
lator circuit. Even to-day for pur- Plow Street, Thornbury, Vic. inductance which connects to the mea-
poses of measuring at U.H.F. and in ~H~W>~W>~~~~~*W~W~W> suring terminals. In the writer's case 
pre-war days adjusting the "ham" C5 and C3 was a standard H type gang. 
transmitter this method is still relied (5) Ch~ck frequency range of an un- In the matter of -switching C3, which 
upon. known coil. . , is the rear section of the H type two 

Upon this very same principle, this ( 6) Check resonant frequencies o, gang; in or out of the circuit by means 
handy instrument about to be described RF chokes. . of S3, this is optional and is merely 
is based. But before going into details (_7) Enable ~orre_ct adJustme1:t of included in the interests of flexibility. 
let us see to what uses it can be put. ~erial and RF high impedance primar- If desired S3 can be left out and both 

U 1es for correct resonance. sections of the gang may be wired 
ses . . . (8) Will l!latch coil~ of all descriJ?- permanently into the circuit. The sa~e 

(1) Measurement of small capacities hons f?r correct trackmg _by compari- remarks apply to Cl and C2 and S2 
from under 1. uuFD to, _several hundred son with a standard with extreme in the oscillator circuit. C4 merely 
uuFD. In this connectwn it would be accuracy. forms a trimmer condenser across C5 
well to point'. out that this method is ( 9) Will give comparative value of and C3 and as in the writer's case it 
probably the most accurate for th_e Q for various shapes and sizes of coils. only consisted of an R.C.S. three plate 
measurement of extremely low capac1- (IO_) Enable the mutual lnduct:i,nce. reaction condenser, it forms but a 
ties. of primary and secondary of a c01l to 

In fact it becomes well within the he checked. ( Continued on page 18) 

L1 

INOUCT,:\NC:E 
AND CA P,:\C ITY 

METER. 
By C.Mvfto" 

6V6G 

, 
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small fraction of the total capacity of 
C5 and C3. In actual operation this 
condenser (C4) is set so that the zero 
setting corresponds to the plates being 
half in mesh. Which simply means 
that this vernier control when turned 
one way represents an increase of, say, 
5 uuF capacity, while in the opposite 
direction it would correspond to -5 
uuF. It then becomes possible to mea
sure small differences in capacity fairly 
easily. 

R. 

C 

L Coming now to the inductances LI, 
L2, and L3 from the three coils which 
cover the range required. The author 
suggests as a guide, to use one to cover 
the mostly used intermediate frequen
cies one for the broadcast band and from the other or what layout was down to approx. 84 me with a few 
one to cover the mostly used short' wave used, at the higher frequencies, absorp- modifications. . 
bands. The remaining inductance L4 tion effects occurred which adversely !t may be noticed tha! two of the 
is only used for capacity measurements. affected the oscillator on the short- coils are s~u~ted by r~s1stors. These 

As shown in the diagram the instru- wave range. Even short circuiting out serve to limit the . osc1lla!or volt~gc 
ment features the more or less doubt-· the coils which were not in use did not and are purely dampmg resistors which 
ful advantage of having switched coils, entirely eradicate the trouble. The control excessive oscillation . which 
which were used when first experiment- writer would firmly recommend the "".ould da~\'-ge the tu?e· A dampmg _re
ing with this hook up. The writer, prospective builder of an instrument of s1stance 1s not required on the high 
however, is not a firm believer in this type to stick to the old and well frequency range. 
switched coils and the switching ar- tried friend, the plug-in coil. Seeing Oscillator Circuit 
rangement was merely included. in the there are only three connections to each 
diagram in order to cater for those coil, it is a simple matter to rig the The oscillator circuit formed by Cl 
who favour this convenient, if not en- coils up on 4-pin amphenol plugs, and and either LI, L2 or L3 with C2 (ll 
tirely efficient, method of changing use a 4 pin socket in the instrument. Co) being optional as previously ex
from one band to another. However Added to efficiency is the fact that plained, needs to be calibrated in terms 
it must be pointed out that using a additional ranges can be added at will of frequency. This procedure is carried 
tube such as the 6V6G as the oscillator, when required. It was found that due out .in the usual manner by using a 
the output packs a fair "wallop". to causes just explained the frequency radio receiver, and either a service os-

Under such conditions it was found range faded out about 15 me with cillator or signal generator of reliable 
that with switched coils, no matter switched coils. Whereas the plug in accuracy. Use the oscillator with the 
how well the coils were shielded on range enables the range to be increased modulation turned off and zero beat 
~ • , , , , •••••••• , , , • , ••••• , , • , , , • , , •• , •• , ......................... t~e signal ~rom the _6V6 oscillator 

with the oscillator or signal generator 
£! A Tl".'£ JI n., J Tt:'Y ~ signal. A resistor is incorporated in 
.Jn Y /. ../Yl U .JV~ the plate circuit of the 6V6 and in 

series is connected a milliameter, which 

WJTH A ,n~d b :e~s~h:~~h~rf1:st;ilf:t~:~~t.·u!~~r s~~~~~ a'B~~ii - ~ ;: ~~~~fd t~n%~~~s 1ot;!r fl~t; t~~r~~ 
'-, g;J j"" keeps the A.C. away from the metre. 

f: ;/;. ·. The alternating plate voltage of the S i:l oscillating condition. Condenser Cl5 

-'..=I: - 6V6 is coupled via C7 to the external 

0 d V Tc D - tuned circuit, consisting of C5 and the 
r et' JOUr.S 0• 'aY coil being measured. C3 designated as 
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(Ile) may be switched across C5. 

Tuning Indicator 

The 6E5 "magic eye" tube serves 
as a rugged V.T. voltmeter which 
measures the H.F. voltage from the 
6V6 via CS. In this application the 
6E5 has negligible loading effect on the 
tuned circuit and makes an extremely 
sensitive resonance indicator. Reson

Enclosed please find remittance for 10/6. in payment for an annual subscription ance is indicated by the eye shadow 
to the "Australasian Radio World," commencing with the ...... ........ issue. closing, not opening, as when tuning 

a radio receiver. 
NAME .. Power Supply. 
STREET and NUMBER .. 

CITY ................. . . ................. STATE ............................................... ... . 
A small transformer serves the 

supply to the instrument and a simple 
resistance capacity filter is used. The 
voltage divider R7 and RS supply the 
screen voltage to the 6V6. It will be 
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noticed that this lead is by-passed twice, data as follows: 
which is quite in order and necessary, L1=18 turns of 7/41 Litz tap at 4 
one by-pass being needed right at the turns from start, L2=250 turns, 6 pies 
6V6 socket. A potentiometer on the of 20 turns each spaced fain. apart, 
cathode of the 6E5 adjusts the bias tap at 10 turns from start, 7/41 Lit:i; 
on the grid and governs the shadow wire. 
angle. Although by no means essential L3=540 turns 5 pies of 90 turns 
it is preferable to connect small mica each, spaced hin. apart, tap at 90 
condensers of, say, .002 to ,006 across turns from start. All coils are wotin<l 
the 16 mfd electrolytics in order to on ¾in. former, and should be doped 
ensure efficient RF by-passes. with trolitvol or some such compound. 

Capacity Measurement The coils will enable the constructor 
nductance L4 equals approximately to cover most of the _wide!y used fre--

175 microhenries. By closing S3 and quency )mnds, mcludmg mtermed1ate 
S5 this coil, together with C5 ...;- C3. frequencies broadcast band, and short
will form a circuit which can be tuned wave band. Should the constructor not 
to the oscillator frequency. By con- ~ike to _tackle winding his own coils,· it 
necting a capacity across the measur- 1s possible_ t~ convert . old 1.F. trans
ing terminals the circuit becomes un- for:ner ~mdmgs, ?rdmary broa_dcast 
tuned with respect to the oscillator aerial coils and ordmary S.W. coils to 
frequency, but can be retuned by de- suit his own requirements. 
creasing the capacity C3. The value Inductance Measurement 
of the capacity connected is then known 

Fic..3. 

L 

F1c..4. 

l 

fie.. 5. 

L 

L = IIPPARENT INOIJC'rllN<E 

from the decrease in C3. C3 should be It is extremely unlikely that the 
calibrated by comparing it with some average reader would have the neces
sort of calibrated standard. At one sary gear or standard inductances, 
time it was possible to pick up .005 such as a calibrated variometer on 
General Radio condensers in a round hand, so that the calibration of the 
metal container and supplied with a oscillator circuit dial would be to most 
graph showing capacity reading against enthusiasts a snare and a delusion. 
the dial numbers which ran from 0-100. However, by simple mathematics on 
These were quite accurate enough for wavelength formula, by knowing the 
ordinary purposes to use as a standard. frequency, and the capacity, the in
Alternatively if no calibrated standard ductance may be calculated. As we 
is on hand a handful of silver mica have already seen the oscillator section 
fixed conpensers accurate to within 5 dial may be calibrated in terms of fre
per cent. would suffice for most pur- quency by beating against either a 
poses, ranging in 10 uuF steps from broadcast station or a service oscillator. The unknown inductance can thus be 
5 uuF up to 250 uuF. Hence we come to the simple formula determined .from these two measure-

Capacity Measurement Continued Al= 1.885 yLX.C (Formula 1) . More ments without knowing the capacity 
As the capacity change with C3 is accurate measurements can, however, value of C in the first measurement. 

rather large for a given movement, C4 be obtained when a second wavelength It is only necessarv for the capacity 
is introduced, its purpose being pre- measurement is caried out at a differ- variation AC to be 0 known. · 
viously explained: ~nt ~apacity ~alu~. !f ~he tuning capac- If however the inductance of the 

. ~011 J?ata . ity m the circmt is m_cre~se~ by an coil connected to the terminals Is 
If the c01l d1mens10ns given here a~e ?-mount AC then the c1rcmt ls tune~ known which would be the case if a 

adher~d to, also the turns,_ the approx1- i:o a frequency A 2=1.885 y~X known standard was available. Calling 
mate mductance values will be as fol- (C+AC) (Formula 2) . . By squarmg this Lo and the capacity of the wave
lows: . . ( 1) and (2 ) an~ dedu;tmg (l) from meter circuit during the first measure-

L1=7.5 u henr~es, L2=175 u henr~es, (2) we get, A2 -;-- Al =3.55 LX.AC ment Co we get the following formula. 
L3=3,?00 u henr1es, L4=! 75 u h~nr)es. or LX = )1..2 - :Xl )I. = l.885yLo. Co (Formula 4). 

~11 1:iductances are a sm~le wmdmg ---- Now if we alter the capacity Co so 
which is tapped at one pomt. Turns 3.55 .AC that Co is increas·ed bv an amount ACo 
llllll!IIIIIIIIIII Jlll!llllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllll tllllllllll!llllllllllll11llllllltll lll llt llllllll!11111llllllllllllllll ll l[l llll l l !llllllllllllllllllll then • 

AN INTERESTING VALVE RELEASED IN U.S.A. "-=l.885VLo(Co+Aco (Formula o) 
From these two formulas we solve 

the following equfltion: 
Triode for grounded grid r.f. omplifier. 

R.C.A. has recently made available In grounded-grid service the grid of 21.2' - ).. 1'=3.55 Lo. AC (Formula 6) 
to equipment manufacturers a new the 6J4 functions a s a shield between Finally from (3) and (4) we get 
member of the family of miniature cathode and plate, and the input signal LX=ACo 
"button-hase" tubes, the 6J4. When is applied to the cathode. The input --Lo (Formula 7) 
obt:i,inable, it should be of considerable circuit therefore is between cathode AC 
interest to amateurs. and the grounded grid; the output cir- At ·a known value of AC and Lo, 

The 6,H is a triode intended for use cuit is between plate and the grounded Lx is proportional to 6.Co. This con
as a grounded-grid v.h.f. or u.h.f. am- )2'rid. Internal shielding connected to stitutes the basis for making measure· 
plifier at frequencies up to about 500 the grid aids in reducing undesirable ments with this instrument. 
Mc. It has an amplification factor of feed-back effects by keeping the capaci- The coil to be measured is connected 
55 combined with the extremely high tance low between cathode and plate. in parallel with a condenser, and a 
transc_onductance of 12,00_0 ,micromhos. The heater. is rated at 6.3 volt_s, 0.4 radiation wave meter is tuned to the 
U sed m. the "Fo~nd~d-~r1d'. or inv~rt- ampere. Maximum pl_at: vo!tage_ 1s 150 frequency of the circuit thus formed. 
ed-amphfier c1rcmt, 1t aids m securmg volts; rated plate d1ss1pat10n 1s 2.25 A d f k 't (•C) 

h. I · 1 t · t· Th 6J4 tt · Tl . con enser o nown capac1 v ,., a 1g 1 s1gna - o-no1se ra 10. e wa s maximum. 1e maximum per- i t d . 11 1 :ti th· 
may also be used in conventional triode missible d.c. heater-cathode potential s now connec e Ill para e wi 1 15 

circuits with ungrounded grid. difference is 90 volts.-Q.S.T. (U.S.A. ) (Continued on next page) 
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INDUCTANCE METER 
( Continued on page 19) 

tain capacity reading and the magir accurately matched and testing mass 
eye indicton opens say about half-way. production of coils become~ very simple 
Now leaving the set up as it is, dis- with this instrument. In fact if it is 

circuit and the capacity of the wave- connect the good coil and connect in desired to pre-align coils for receivers 
meter is increased sufficiently for the its place the suspected coil. Makin;; before actually incoporating them in 
two circuits to be tuned to the same allowances that no two similar coils the receiver the following procedure 
frequency again. The capacity varia- can be wound to have exactlv the same could be adonted. M.iking sure that a 
tion in the wavemeter circuit (fl.Co) characteristics, and therefo~e the re- receiver is pe"rfectly aligned and comf!s 
is then a ,direct measurement of the sonance point may have to be shifted up to a standard of measurements as 
self inductance to be found. slightly to coincide with the same set regards sensitivity and selectivity, then 

of readings given with the other coil. ~he coils in the receiver can be re
N ow if the Q factor is alright and no moved and used as standards of com-As a "Q" Meter 

This instrument is in some respects shorted turns are nresent, then th~ pnrison. Then it merely becomes n 
very similar to its much more expen- width of the opening ou the tuning routine matter to adjust the iron cotes 
sive brother the Q meter less a lot of eye should be the same as before, so that the shadow of the resonance 
refinements, but the mode of operation indicating that the amount of RF volt- indicator opens the same amount as 
is very simlar. Although absolute mea- age developed across the two coils is with one of the standard coils. It can 
surernent of Q cannot be made, the the same. But, supposing the shadow be clearly seen, however, that minor 
instrument here described has sufficient angle is almost closed or a great deal adjustments will need to be made when 
scope to enable tests to be made for more narrow, then this is a definite using the !)roduction coils clue to added 
finding shorted turns, low Q etc., in indication that something is wrong. wiring capacity and trimmer capacity, 
all tvnes of RF coils. For instance, etc., but at least all coils can be tested 
take · 2 similar broadcast aerial coils, Shadow Angle for substantially the same character-
one of which you suspect to have some istics before they go into receivers, a 
fault which all routine tests for re- From this is can be seen that the procedure which has a lot to recom
sistance, etc., have failed to find the greater the width of the shadow angle mend it. Many may say that th~ above 
trouble. By connecting the good coil at a given frequency, when measuring procedure is only a comparative one 
and tuning the oscillator section to a number of similar coils the greater and perhaps unnecessary, but practical 
the resonnnt frequency and resonating is the Q factor of the coil. Similarly, experience has shown that it saves 
four wavemeter circuits you get a cer- sections of gang condensers may be hours of head scratching. 

;,_,o,..-...i.._.,..-..,-..-,.,.._,-.-,.-.,-' • 9 •a••• • •• • • --• • • • • • 111 m • a m • • • a n • • • • • r.r • 11 • • • • a • • • • • • • • • a• 111 • a • • • • • • •a" • • ~ .--a,ir• • a • .ra • • • • ; •~rararrarar_. rrra • a ra rr• • • • • 11 a • rr,~rra 11 • ----• a rrrra a71111 a a r.r ~ 

I 
Vol.4 RADIO SERVICE MANUAL ~ 

i (1940/41 Circuits) 

IS AGAIN ON SALE 
Volumes 1-3 Available Soon 

After being out of priAt for some time, copies of Vol. 4 ( 1940-41 
circuits) "Australian Official Radio Service Manual" are again 
available and may be secured ,from the "Australasian Radio 
World," your radio supplier, or bookseller. 

Reprints of Volumes 1 ( 1937 circuits), 2 ( 1938 circuits) and 
3 ( 1939 circuits) are now on the press and will be shortly 
available. 

The Australian Official Radio Service Manual is the only book giving year by year circuits 

and data of Australia's national receivers. 

Price 15 /-, plus postage 6d. 

~ 
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ICONOSCOPE 
MOST amateurs haYe the urge to 

experiment with new develop
ments in the field of radio, There 

are those who will wish to explore the 
possibilities in the use of television on 
the amateur bands after the war is 
oYer. Since there are large parts of 
the country not covered by commercial 
television iignals, it will often be neces
sary for the amateur experimenter to 
build his own television transmitter as 

- THE ELECTRON .. GUN II 

times replaces the colloidal graphite as lining apertures, whose axes coincide 
the signal coat. with that of the cathode and control 

The mosaic is mounted in the icono- grid, serves to givie the electrons their 
scope in such a position that the elec- initial acceleration. This cylinder is 
tron beam strikes the photosensitized known as the first anode, or the ac
side at an angle of 30 degrees from the celerating anode. A second cyHnder, of 
normal, and the optical image to be somewhat greater diameter than the 
transmitted is projected normal to the first and mounted along the same axis, 
surface on the same side. The scene serves as a second anode which gives 
to be transmitted is focused through the electrons their final velocity. The 
an optical lens on to the mosaic, as if second anode generally is formed by 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ,. 1111111111111111111 the latter were the film of an ordinary applying a metal coating to the neck 
photographic camera. of the iconosco2e bulb. 

By 

B. W. SOUTHWELL 
The mosaic may be thought of as 

a great number of minute photocells, Scanning 

each of which is coupled by an elec- The electron beam is aimed initiallv 
(Reprinted from "Q.S.T.", U.S.A.) trical condenser to a common signal at the extreme upper left-hand corne·r 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 lead, as shown in Fig. I. When the of the image and is then moved hori-
mosaic ~s. illuminated these condensers zontally, from left to right, across the 

well as a picture receiver. "Q.S.T.'' are po~it'.vely _charged, as a result of upper edge of the picture, to trace 
has published articles on the construe- the emisswn of photoelectrons f~om its out the first scanning line. As it passes 
tion of a video camera and transmitter surface. The fundamental act10n of 
using a Type 1847 pick-up tube for photoelectricity is i_n tl?is war per

·operation in the 112-Mc. band.* formed, an~ the optical ~mag~ ts thus 
In this article an attemnt will be uanslated mto an electrical image. 

made to give the amateur experimenter Electron Gun 
a clear understanding of what happens 
within the iconoscope tube. The word 
"iconoscope" comes from a combina
tion of two Greek words-eikon, mean
ing "image," and skopein, meaning "to 
observe." Various types of iconoscope 
~ubes have been manufactured. Fig. 1 
shows a sketch of a typical tube of 
this type. 

Mosaic 

The essential element in the eYacu
ated ·cube is the mosaic. The base of 
the mosaic is a flat mica plate which 
is used because of its high electrical 
insulation, good surface and its uniform 
thickness. The thickness of the mosaic 
plate is on the order of about 1 mil 
(0.001 inch). One side of the plate is 
coated with a thin, fi.nely sifted coating 
of sih-er-oxide powder. After the mica 
has been coated it is baked in an oven, 
which reduces the silver oxide to pure 
silver. The silver congeals in the form 
of extremely minute globules less than 
0.001 inch in diameter. Each globule is 
separated and insulated from its neigh-
bours by the mica. . 

The silver globules are then made 
photosensitive by the admission of cae
sium va!>0ur to the· tube and by irnss
ing a glow discharge through the tube 
in an atmosphere · of oxygen. 

Before it is placed in the tube, the 
reverse side of the mosaic [s coatedi with 
a thin signal coat of colloidal graphite. 
This coating serves as the electrode 
through which the signal is transferred 
to the extern.al circuits during the pro
cess of scanning. Silver 11lating some-

* Lamb, "Television Camera-Modula.tor · for 
Practical Amateur Operation," QST, October, 
1940, p.11. 

There now remains the task of dis
secting the electrical image obtained 
on the mosaic into an orderly series 
of horizontal lines. This is accomp- over each silver globule of this line the 
lished by means of an electron gun, beam contributes electrons to each glo
which is also contained within the bule in succession, thereby cancelling 
iconoscope tube. The electron gun the positive charge created by illumina
produces a very narrow stream of tion and restoring for an instant the 
cathode rays which serve as a commu- charge to the value it possessed before 
tator for the tiny photocells on the illumination-the equilibrium charge. 
mosaic. The gun may be thought of This change in charge results in the . 
as an electron projector which con- generation of a minute voltage across 
centrates the electrons emitted from the small capacity between the globule 
the cathode of the gun in a very small and the signal plate. This voltage is 
spot on the mosaic. The electron op- then transferred to the signal terminals 
Ucal system consists of two electron and amrilified to the necessary degree 
lenses formed by the cylindrically sym- for modulation. As each charge is re
metrical electrostatic fields between the stored the image plate potential 
elements of the gun, as shown in Fig '2. changes, resulting in the potential of 

Details of the gun construction are the plate assuming a rapid succession 
of considerable interest. The cathode of different values, each value depend
is indirectly heated with its emitting ing upon the amount of charge restored 
area at the tip of the cathode cylinder. at that particular instant. The de
which is mounted with · the emitting flection of the electron beam for scan
area a few thousandths of an inch in ning the mosaic is accomplished by 
front of an anerture in the control means of deflection coils arranged in 
grid. A long ~ylinder with three de- the form of a yoke which slips over 

Fig. I - Sketch ~bo,.·in,: the huie cons,truction nf th,. 1,:01111«''.'pe an<I 
how ao im111c 0£ the objci:t l.iting vie"·td 1s fot•u,,;d "" 1lw rnu~a•~ t•IJlc 

the neck of the iconoscove. 
As'""the electron beam completes its 

motion across the first scanning line, 
it is blanked out and instantaneously 
returned to the left-hand edge of th0e 
picture. During the scanning and re
turn motions the beam is moved vertic
allv downward at a comnarativelv slo\\
rate, so that its )."JOSitio"a is son;ewhat 
below the initial starting position of 
the :)revious line. The beam then 
traces out a new scanning line across 
the mosaic, parallel to the preceding 
one but separated from it by the width 
of one line. The beam therefore scans 

( Continued on page 22) 
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;'ICONO,SCOPEli just described has been adopted as into two groups; nameiy. storage pick-
(Continued) standard in the United States. ups and non-storage pick-11ps. In the 

A picture element has a height equal btorage type, which is the one described 
the mosaic in a succession of alternate to the distance between centres of ad- in this article the photoelectric current 
lines.. The empty space between lines jacent scanning lines. The number of from on elem~nt of the picture charges 
is later filled in by a second interlacing picture elements depends upon the an individual condenser for a period of 
field. number ol' lines by which a complek time equal to the scanning time of one 

lnterlacinr picture is scanned. The greater the complete picture. This condenser is 
\Vhen the beam reaches the bottom number of lines, the greater the number discharged once during the scannin1~ 

of the mosaic, the slow vertical mo- of picture elements, and hence th•· time of a complete picture, the time of 
tion is stopped. The beam is then ex- higher degree of definition obtainable. discharge being only the time of scan
tinguished and returned while in that In the Type 1847 iconoscope the in- ning of one picture element. In the 
state to the top of the picture. Here ner signal electrode (the conductiv~ non-storage pick-up the current from 
the beam again begins its scanning film on the mosaic) is a band of con- the photoelectric cell flows only during 
motion, but this time it is positioned ductive material on the inner surface the time of scanning, does not charge 
to scan the spaces between the lines of the tube. Another band of conduc- a condenser, and therefore no storage 
previously scanned, thus filling in the tive material is placed on the external of the charge caused by the photo
gaps in an interlacing fashion. When surface of the tube, directly over the electric effect takes place. 
the beam again reaches the bottom of internal band. The capacitance be- Widespread use of television prom
the picture it has covered every point tween the two bands, in series with the ises to be one of the earlier post-war 
on the mosaic in two series of alter- capacitance between the signal elec·· developments. The experimentally in
nate lines. trode and mosaic, provides the coup- clined lrnrn therefore should have more 

The picture mosaic is scanned at the ling between the signal-electrode ter- than ordinary interest in this explan
rate of thirty complete pictures per minal and the mosaic. atory discussion of the "eye" of the 
second. There are various methods of Storage vs. Non-Storage Types , ',devision transmitter-the inconos
scanning, but the interlaced method Image pick-up tubes may be divided cope. 

MULLARD-AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD., 69-73 C larence Street, Sydney - - - - Phone: B 5703 
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.s'littttwave ~ evleu, CONDUC:~. ~AST 

NOTES FROM MY DIARY-

TIME, GENTLEMEN, PLEASE! 
So there rwill be no daylight saving 

this summer. W e!l, thinking selfishly, 
that saves me a lot of alterations to 
schedules, etc. But talking of time, 
what a great check we get from the 
Shoi:t Wav~ stati_ons without any sug
~eshon of mdulgmg in My Lady Nico
tme. The Yanks say, "It is 15 seconds 
before . . . Pacific War Time, . . . 
hours Greenwich Mean Time" or co
incidentally as I write KROJ 'Frisco 
16.89 metres, 'has adopted a new ex
pression, "at the sound! of the tone 
it will be . . . " But then, there is 
that great old broadcaster, Big Ben, 
·~ho has a style all his own and just 
m case you want to check that boy
proof watch or what have you, here 
rs a paragraph from the B.B.C. Year 
Book which will help: 

the signal is broadcast in the B.B.C.'s programmes to the large French popu
Home and! Overseas programmes are lation living in the western provinces 
subject to alteration. It may be neces-. of Canada, but from 9.·30 pm until 
sary, occasi-onal!y, for a signal to be 2 am it broadcasts in English for 
suppressed if superimposition on a the benefit of listeners in Australia 
current programme is inadvisable on and New Zealand. When reporters 
artistic grounds. The time by Big hear that the station only employs 
Ben is given by the first stroke of 7½ kilowatts of power, they can con
the hour, but when Big Ben strikes jure up great thoughts regar<l.ing the 
the quarter hours, it is the first stroke two 50 kilowatt transmitters now be
of the chime which gives the time. ' ing erected at Sackville, New Bruns-

OUR CANADIAN COUSINS wick, for International bro~dcasting 
. . and expected to be ready to operate 

Most re_Po~ers are dellghted with at the end of the year. 

"The time signal, which gives the 
time to a normal accuracy of one
twentieth of a second,, is sent out from 
Greenrwich Observatory to the trans
mitters, and a sequence of signals is 
broadcast all over the world through. 
o?t the day. Each signal consists of 
six dot seconds-the 'pips'-the first 
at five seconds to the hour, and the 
sixth exactly on the hour. The hour 
is therefore given by the last 'pip' 
of the time signal. The times at which 

the splendid signals from CBFX, Mon- AH WELL! LET 'EM ALL COME 
treal on 9.63 me. from 9.30 pm made . · 
possible by All India Radio having Remember the fun we had trymg 
thoughtfully withdrawn their trans- to _sort out WLWO from WLWK? 
mitter which for quite a while had It rs Just a year ago ("A.R.W.", Oct. 
been operating on the same frequency. '13). Well, now, the Crosley Corpora
When I reported this station in May tro~ have ad<;Ied some more letters_ to 
issue of "A.R. W.'' as having first heard th err transmitters, RL . and X. havmg 
same on March 28th, listening was ~een heard, but ~ven with Basic Eng
difficult with Delhi right on top. hsh_there ar;e}trl~ 21_m~r~ that_ C1!-N 
Nevertheless, I was able to compile be used, _so wart frr rt , V::!'1t J.~r 
a satisfactory report and last week Ihat stat10n announcement, cos if 
received a verification from Canadian you gu~ss, you m~y be wrong, honey.'' 
Broadcasting Corporation. Aecom- Then, JUS~ t? still furt1!,er keep us 
panying this very beautiful card was on ~he qm vive, the Natronal Broa~
a letter informing me that CBFX wa~ cas_tmg_ Company have a sort of Radio 
installed three years ago at Vercheres, ~urz with WNRA and WNRI. Maybe 
near Montreal to increase the cover- rf you hearo I on • . . I heard A 
age of CBF transmitter, the French there, _too, but the_ time may have 
outlet of the CBC in Montreal. It is ?een different. But rt all mea~s hear
primarily intended to provide French mg the news more often with the 

;..;;---·~·-· ....... ~.- - "'·""·"'·-· ··--·"'·"""· ... ""· "'·~·-· .................... ~.--................ ...... .,. ........... - ...... -.... .=...-•••• ,=,-,;a;~-- ~;;~rt~ci~~ ~1a:::~s~i~g ~;~~r ~~~~r:~ 
1 ILL-WIVE ILL-WORLD DI CLUB lanif~!!!!~, the two outlets referred 
t - to do give them an index, so if only 

A I • • ,t'. M b h to permit of more precise recording PP ICatlOn f Or em erS ip in our Log Book, I wish the All India 
The Secretary, Radio would attach a tab to their 

many and still increasing number of 
All-Wave All-World DX Club, 
243 Elizabeth Street, Sydney. 
Dear Sir, 

I om very interested in dx ing, and am keen to join your Club 

Nome 

Address 
( Please print 
both plainly ) 

My set is a 

I enclose he~ewith t~e Life_ Membership f~e of 2/ - ( Postal Notes or Money ' 
Order)'. ~or which I will receive, post free, a Membership Certificate showing 
my Off1c1al Club Number. NOTE-Club Badges are not available. 

transmitters. 
FAIRER AND WARMER 

That suggests surfing, but to us it 
forecasts the return of night recep
tion and already daylight statio,1s 
seem to have an inkling its time t " eJ 
packed up, and even some of t .1e 
'Frisco transmitters get very faint 
I.mg before they are due to make 
their prescribed exit. And so whe cller 
our sets are to be in the futur;; 
designed for Frequency Modula tion, 
Television, News Strips, Comic ;:,t r ips 
or Strip-tease, at present they need to 
be very selective to provide the full 
enjoyment from the many and varied 
programmes offering, after coffee and 
cigars. 

I am sure all regular reader s of 
these pages will be very grieved to 
hear that the wife of l\Ir. Leo Edel 

(Signed) ... ................. ................... . 
(Readers who do no want to mutilate their copies can write out the .. d~t~·ii~ .. ;~q~i-~~j· 1 passed away on Sunday, 10th Septem

ber. Our deepest sympathy goes to 
Mr. Edel in his great loss. ;.4: .. • • 

1, 
J 

Jut ? C. 
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Shortwave Notes and Observations 
OCEANIA Guatemala KES-2, 8.93 me. 33.58 m. Not much 
Australia TGWA, 15.17 me. 19.78 m. Heard a good (Gaden). Like its sister, steeped 

VLC-4,. Shepparton 15.315 me and few times only; very patchy. Not in morse.--'-L.J.K. 
VLI-2, Sydney 11.87 me, commenced nearly as good as on 9.685 me which KEL, Bolinas 6.86. me. 43.73 m. A 
on Monday 18th September, by ar- is reasonably consistent (Gaden). great favourite in late afternoon 
rangement with the Department of TGWA, 9.685 me. 30.96 m. Heard (Gaden). 
Information, the sending of messages till 3 pm on Sunday (Cushen). KGEX,, 7.25 me. 41.38 m. Excellent 
from relatives to Australian Prisoners U.S.A. at night in programme to Philippines 
of War in Asia. Duration is 9-10 am. San Francisco, unless othe:t<Wise ================ 
At 10 o'clock VLC-4 is used by Gen. mentioned. NEW STATIONS 
MacArthur's H.Q. for a fifteen minute d'dKWb IDt, lt7.716 !DC. 196.859 m. I(sG sdplen)- WLWL, Cincinnati, 15.20 me. 19.73 m.: First 
news service to the Philippines.- 1 , es a c osmg, .4 am a en · heard 9th September, at 9.40 am in French, 
L.J.K. KROJ, 17.76 me. 16.89. Much strong- followed by Italian at 9.45. When closing 

VLC-4 19.59 m. No doubt about this er than KWID ( Gaden, Perkins). at l 0, announcer said, "This is station 
Statl··on from 10-10.15 am. "She's a (KWID is directed to the Americas to WLWL, The Crosley Corporation, Cincin-nati, Ohio, U.S.A. We have been broad-
Cracker" (Perkins). Heard well at 11 !he South, _whilst KROJ is intended casting in the 19 metre band on 15,200 
am (Cushen). ;:or Austraha.-L.J.K.) and 15,230 kilocycles. We are leaving the 

VLC-6, Shepparton 9.615 me. 31.2 m. KG_EX, 15.'33 ~c. 19.~7. Splendid all ~tst~t i~hise:~~t~y a~~e wi~o~~net;o~ur ni~oai~ 
Very good in Philippine hour (Cushen) mornmg and till closmg at 3 pm. 9,897.5 kilocycles, 30.35 metres. We invite 

AFRICA (Gaden, Perkins). you to rejoin us at that t ime." 

AI . KGEI, 15.29 me. 19.62 m. R6 around The wave-length mentioned is what we geria always call 30.31 metres.-L.J.K. 
2.30 pm (Perkins). WLWL-2 15.23 me. 19.69 m.: See reference 

Algiers is heard in English News at KGEI, 15.13 me. 19.83 m. Very good above. If on, cannot hear.-L.J.K. 
6 am over 49.79, 49.6.7 and 33.48 m. in afternoon (Gaden). WLWR, C'nnati, 12.967 me. 23.13 m.: One 
(G'll tt) of three more operated by the Crosley Cor-

l e · KWIX, 11.90 me. 25.21 m. Worse poration. Heard around 9 am. Good signal. 
Belgian Congo than it was once on 11.87 me in am -L.J.K. 

RNB, Leopoldville 9.78 me. 30.66 m. (Gad)en). (Can hear for about 30 WLWR, C'nnati, 9.897.5 me. 30.31 m.: Opens 
at 11 am but can only just be heard . .. 

Heard daily relaying BBC at 2.30 pm. minutes before closing at 2 pm. - impossible to copy owing to morse. First 
(Ga<l'en, Cushen). L.J.K.) heard September 9th.-L.J.K. 

French Equatorl.al Afri'ca KES-o, 10.62 me. 28.2_5. Not much WLWL, C'nnati, 7832.5 k.c. 38.30 m. : Heard 
d (G d ) (T d well at 4.45 pm. Closes at 5.-L.J.K. 

E 1. l . d 45 d goo a en · oo mucn morse own WLWX, C'nnatr, 9.74 me. 30.80 m. : This 
ng lS 1 per;o s are: 4. , 6.4-5 an here.-L.J.K.) Crosley reported by Wally Young and Rex 

9.45 am over ~5:06 m. (Cushen). KROJ, 9.89 me. 30.31 m. Very good Gillett, of Adela ide, and Dr. Gaden and Roy 
FZI, Brazzaville 15.595 me. 19.25 all evening (Gaden). Matthews, as being heard orcund 5.15 pm. 

G d f 8 45 9 15 (M Not audible here owing to morse. m. oo · rom · - · pm. ' at- KWIX, 9.855 me. 30.44. Splendid WNRI, New York, 13.07 me. 22.95 m. : A 
thews). from 6-8.30 pm (Gaden) . • new outlet of the National Broadcasting 

Mozambique KWID 9 C.o. First heard 2nd September, at l 0.05 . , .57 me. 31.-35 m. Carries pm with news in Engl ish. Carries usual 
CR7BD,. Lourenco Marques 15.235 Latin-American transmission till 2.45 East Coast "V. of A." programmes and 

me. 19.69 m. Heard at 3.30 pm with pm (Cushen, Gaden). is in parallel with WKRD on 23.13 m. at 
an R6 signal (Young) . KGEI, 9.53 me. 31.48 m. Opens at that time. Signal R7 Q4. Heard also arou,·d 

9.15 am.-L.J.K. 
Senegal 8.45 pm with KES-3. Signal O.K. if WNRI, .New York, 9.855 me. 30.44 m.: 

not overpowered by WGEA L J K ) Another frequency for the N.B.C. First 
Radio Dakar, Dakar 11.41 me. 26.29 . . .- · · : heard last week in Au,;iust at 9.15 am, and 

m. Good strength 5.15-7.20 am ( Cush- Very often 5o;5o with WGEA (Gil- also in afternoon from 2 ti l l 5. Signal from 
en). lett). . 4 pm is R7 Q4.-L.J .K. 

KRCA, 9.49 me. 31.61 m. Does its WNRA, New York, 9.855 me. 30.44 m.: This 
best in parallel with KWV from ,1 pm, seems .to be the call when closing at 9 
b t h b h f CB am and 9 pm.-L.J.K. 

u as ot er rom W N and par- WNRX, New York, 7.56 me. 39.66 m. : And 
HG2ET, Guayaquil 9.19 me. 32.64 m. tieularly GWF. However, makes up here is another one from NBC. First heard 

Heard morning, noon and night. Not for it from around! 11 n_ m by excellent early in September at 3.40 pm in paral lel 
with WNRI, 30.44 m. and WNRA, 49.15 

so loud in afternoon as at night, but signal and entertaining programme.- m. Sig. R7 Q4.-L.J .K. 

CENTRAL AMERICA 
Ecuador 

less noise ( Gaden, Gillett). L.J.K. ( C,mtinued c,n page 25) 

·_,_oo· · ··' [g·· ····yir·._ <o :.u· · ·IBJ· fjj. · ·:tr_·· ·-··13 
,, > .• ..· . . . . . 0 · .· . . \ ' • • • " 

:) ;· .·· -~· . ,If/ ) • • . . . ' .•.. . ,, . ••.. · .. ' ..• '.: 
.·' .... ~ ,,: .. :.,;-> . • .. p:,· ·' . /, : . l· ·+ >t . . {i __ a .,.n ... ~t-<J 11-.. ... l\ .•. u.It"- · .. ·. ·. , 

.. ·::.·-. . ,''.: i.-~ •. ,..,,, .. -~- : .·~··:.'._,·_ .':~: ·_-:,,i ·: 

Sole Australian Concessionaires: 

GEORGE BROWN & CO. PTY. LTD. 
267 Clarence Street, Sydney 

Victorian Didributors: J. H. MAGRATH PTY. LTD., 208 Little Lonsdale Street 
Melbourne 

Page 24 

As the Ultimate factory is engaged 
in vital war production, the supply 
of Ultimate commercial receivers 
cannot be maintained at present. 

SERVICE: Ultimate owners are as
sured of continuity of service. Our 
laboratory is situated at 267 Clar
ence Street, Sydney. 

Servicing of all brands of radio sets 
amplifiers, as well as Rola Speakers 
is also undertaken at our labora
tories. 
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(Gaden, Cushen, Gillett, Perkins). (I SOUTH AMERICA from 2.30-8.30 am. It occurs to me 
would say one of the very best signals Brazil that the broadcast heard may have 
on the air all evening.-L.J.K.) PRL-8, Rio de Janiero 11.72 me. been a relay from ACCRA on 7.02 me. 

Other than California 25.60 m. English at 5.30 am (Cushen). -L.J.K.) U.S.S.R. 
Costa Rica d WLWL, C'nnati 15.20 me. 19.73 m.: TI NPH H d' 30 80 Moscow unless otherwise mentione . 

Better than 'Frisco in the morning 4 i, ' ere 13 9·74 me. · m. Moscow heard in French at 3 pm on 
Heard in early afternoon (Gaden). h (Gaden). 11.83, 11.66 and 10.44 me ... t e 

WNRI, New York, 13.07 me. 22.95 Peru last two give news in English at 2.45 
m. Very fair at night (Gaden, Gillett, OAX5C, lea 9.80 me. 30.64 m. An- pm (Cushen). Mr. Gillett, of Adelaide, 
Young, Edel). nounces as "Radio lea Peru" signing reports Moscow on 41.87 m. at 7.25 

WNRI, New York 9.855 me. 30.44 m. at 3 pm. "This is the station heard am. Moscow 15.37 me. 19.51 m. Fair 
Carries "V of A" programmes till sign ================ at 11 pm (Matthews). 
off at 5 pm. Very good signal now STOP PRESS Leningrad, 11.6·3 me. 25.76 m. Fair 
that GRH is off the air in Pacific Ser- As we go to press KROJ, 'Friseo, announces to good: at M/N. (Matthews). 
vice (Cushen), Heard strongly at 9.30 as and from l st October, transmission for WEST INDIES 
am ( Gillett, Matthews). the South Pacific, from 6 till l l pm, will Cuba 

be on 6.10 me. 49.15 m. 
WNRA., New York, see "New Sta- ================ COCQ, Havana 8.84 me. 33.98 m: 

tions." Heard with Spanish programme till 
WLW·x C' t· 9 74 30 80 and mistaken for LSE, Argentina, in , nna i . me. . m. 3 pm (Cushen). 

Heard in late afternoon (Gillett, July issue''. (Cushen). H_eard after COBC H 9 37 me 32 00 m 
Gaden Youn ) lunch-at fair strength but 1s NOT the • avana. h. ·0 30· · 

' 'g . . same station as heard several weeks iHeard well some mg ts at 1 . (Mat-
WLWL, C nnati 7.832.5 me. 38.30 m. thews) 

Heard till signing at 5 pm with V of, ago ... first of call letters was de- . French West Indies 
A programme (Cushen). finitely "L" (Gaden). Guadeloupe 

WCBN, New York 9.49 me. 31.61 m. INDIA FG8AH, Point-a-Pitre 7.-446 me. 
Heard through KRCA till closing at Delhi unless otherwise mentioned. 40_29 m. Radio Guadeloupe is back on 
5.30 pm (Cushen). (What about VUD-, 11.95 me. 25.10 m. Heard the air but is very weak. Heard till 
GWF ?-L.J.K.) this one at 11.45 pm in relay with 10 am (Howe "Universalite"). 

WOOW, New York 7.82 me. 38.36 25.45 m. (Gillett). 
m. Heard at 3.30 pm (Cushen). VUD- 11.76 me. 25.51 m. Heard in MISCELLANEOUS 

WGEA, New York, 7 me. 42.86 m. afternoon, R6, but when giving news ABSIE (American Broadcasting 
Heard from 2 pm till sign off at 5 at 9.·30 pm, R4 (Cushen). Station in Europe). News heard at 
(Cushen). Delhi gives news at dictation speed 5.30 am on 7.185, 9.625, 6.00 and 11.80 

WOOC, New York 6.12 me, 49.02 m. at 5.30 am on, 9.63, 7.29 and 6.19 me. me. and at 8 am on 9.625 me (Cushen). 
Heard at 3.30 pm (,Cushen). (Cushen). CANADA 

WGEA, New York 6.01 me. 49.92 m. VUD-2, 7.295 me. 41.15 m. Heard at CBFX, Montreal 9.63 me. 31.lfi m. 
Heard as early as 2 pm (Cushen). 8 am and 10.30 pm (Gillett). From 9.30 pm very good, now that 

VUB, Bombay 6.15 me. 48.74 m. Delhi is absent. Quality is first class 
Heard announcing as Bombay at 10.30 and signal much louder than 6 me. 
pm giving news in English in relay Canadians . . . less noise, too, on 
with VUD-2, 48.47 m.; clock strikes 7 this band (Gadlen, Edel, Matthews). 

( Continued from page 24) 
WNRA, New York 6.10 me. 49.15 m.: This 

NBC was first mentioned under "New 
Stationi in ,August issue but now appears 
to be on regular schedule. When giving 
news at 4 pm overpowers KROJ but at 
4.33 position is reversed. Think closes at 
5 pm.-L.J.K. 

FZI, Brauaville, 11.67 me. 25.71 m.: Arthur 
Cushen, of lnvercargill, reports this one as 
being heard around 5.30 am in parallel 
with l l .97 me. ( Looks as though they have 
jumped the spot vacated by their neighbour, 
RNB of Leopoldville.-L.J.K.) 

WBOS, Boston, 14.55 me. 20.61 m.: Mr. W. 
Howe, of 11Universalite11 reports this new 
one as bein,g heard twice, starting at 
l 0.30 am after sign off on l 5.21 me. at 
l 0.15. ( I have not heard this one, but 
Wally Young, of Adelaide, has heard a 
station on this frequency relaying WNRX 
and WRCA.-L.J.K.) 

UNITED NATIONS CALLING FROM H.Q., S.E. 
ASIA COMMAND, 11.81 me. 25.40 m.: This 
one, which I think is situated in Colombo, 
has been heord as early as 8.30 pm at great 
strength. Announces frequently as above 
giving frequency. At 9 pm gives news in 
Japanese, and same programme can be 
heard on 25.45 m. Later in the night, l l .45 
to be exact, says "Colombo calling." At 
12.30 am I heard a clock strike 9 and 
announcer said, "This is Colombo, Ceylon, 
calling. You are invited to drop into 
Colombo." A very enjoyoble sing-song with 
piano accompaniment followed and at 
12.57½ we were invited to stand by for 
news from London, due in little over two 
minutes. Signal is RS Q4 right through.
L.J.K. 

WNBI, New York, 11.71 me, 25.62 m.: A 
new frequency for this old timer. Heard at 
very good strength till closing at l 0.15 pm. 
-L.J.K. 

(Gillett). CFRX, Toronto 6.07 me. 49.42 m. Is 
VUD-3, 6 .. 01 me. 49.92 m. Heard heard nightly from as early as 8.15 

Delhi here at 11 pm with a strong . . . signal improves from 9.30 (Mat-
signal (Gillett). thews). 

GREAT BRITAIN Italy 
Gsv 17 81 16 84 d GSG ... , Rome 16.11 me. 18.62 m. Rome 

, · me. · m. an • h b h d d All' d · 17.79 me. 16.86 m. are good from 8_10 as een ear un er ie occupa-
pm then fades, but come back again tion on approximately 16.11 me. be
about 11 o'clock till 12.30 am or later. lieved to be old IRY; heard from 4.15-
(Matthews). 5 am (iiowe "Universalite"). 

GWE, 15.435 me. 19.44 m. Fair to British Mediterranean 
good all evening (Matthews). Mr. Cushen reports 9.67 me. 31.02 

GWD, 15.42 me. 19.46 m. Between 6 m. and 11.715 me. 25.60 m. both quite 
and 7 pm very good (Gaden, Mat- fair with news at 3 pm (Cushen). 
thews). Good after M/N (Matthews). News 

GWP, 9.66 me. 31.06 m. Heard Lon- in English at 6 am with an R7 signal, 
don calling Europe 11 till 11.30 pm subject to slight interference, is heard 
(!Matthews). Mr. Cushen, of Inver- over 7.215 me. 41.58 m. (Cushen). 
cargill says at 6 pm he hears, with Rex Gillett reports Br. Medit. on 6.135 
strength ranging from R6-8, GWP, me. 48.90 m. at 6 am with news in 
GRY, GSL, GRM, GVZ, GRX, GRV, English in relay with 41.58 and 31.03. 
GRS, GSB. · (All audible here except Closes at 7.15 am. 
GSL.-L.J.K.) Portugal 

Rex Gillett, of Adielaide, writes that CSW-7, Lisbon 9.735 me. 30.82 m. 
he !1,eard London from 5.30 am till Quite good at 10 am (Matthews). 
closmg at 6, on 42.56 m. He adds (Another one denied us because of 
that_ he thinks it was the African morse.-L.J.K.) 
session. (I do not know of any BBC Sweden 
freque~cy ~e~rer than GRS ?n 7.06.5 SDB-2, Stockholm 10.78 me. 27.83 m. 
me. which 1s mtended for Algiers and Morse spoils musical programme at 
North Africa at that time, actually 2 am (Edel). -------------------------
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SPEEDY QUERY SERVICE ject the answer is the same, viz., no 
back numbers are available covering f.m~, 
but a series of articles are scheduled to 
commence next month. Conducted under the penonal supervision of A. G. HULL 

G.K.H. (Darlington) wants full in
struction for building a vibrator set. 

A.-Sorry, but we do not hove any 
bock numbers on hand with a circuit of 
the kind you require. To design up a 
special circuit for the job is quite beyond 
the scope of this service. As doubtless 
you are aware, the manufacture of ,ets 
is controlled at the moment, also the 
use of spore parts for other than replace
ment to keep existing sets in service. 
Not that you wou.d hove much hope of 
getting the ports together, as vibrators, 
transformers, chokes, and even bases, 
are not only control led but in very short 
supply, in fact, unprocurable. We 
strongly advise you to give up all idea 
of doing the job now. 

valve, without a high percentage of dis- ================= 
tortion. You can't beat using a low-gain FOR SALE-Paton Valve ·rester, 
valve over a comparitively short portion AC-DC model, V.C.T. First class 
of the straightest part of its plate cur- order. Also for sale University 
rent-grid volts curve. In the best circles "Voltometer.'' Apply F. FREEMAN, 
there is a steady trend towards using Box 11, Holbrook. 
more and more va :ves in the driving 
stages, for example, a recent ampl ifier 
which we heard used a low-gain t riode 
first stage, then a phase changer, then 
a pair of drivers in push-pu,I to a pair 
of output triodes in push-pull. 

Wanted-Cine Camera and Pro
jector, 8mm. or 9.5 mm. Make 
and price ro J. F. McElroy, Radio 
Service, Naracoorte, S.A. 

• A.R. ( Balla rat) has heard a tale that 
F.E. (Melbourne) enquires about you can't get a serviceman's licence 

laboratory equi ment. • wit~out having t~st equipment and you 
P can t get test equipment unless you have 

A-A lob. full of G.R. equipment a serviceman's licence. 
would. be very nice to hove, but few A-This might be so, theoretically, 
factories con afford such a luxury. Per- but we feel sure that if you actually 

• haps not truly a luxury, but it would be make application for a licence and state 
J.L. (Croydon) is an amplifier enthu- found that many instruments would cost the full facts you will find that it will 

siast. around £500 each and yet be used for be considered reasonably and that ar-
A.-Frequency response is not the only twenty or th irty hours per year. rongements can be made to overcome 

whole story, by a long shot. In fact, To run th rough the G.R. catalogue and this apparent anomaly. 
we would go so far as to say that it is pick out all the handy items and order • 
only one of several points which have one of each would co,st about £l0,000, C.M. (Bentleigh, Vic.) enquires if we 
to be watched. Distortion is most dis- and• of course, couldn t be done for love know where he can obtain an inter
tressing and can be brought about by and money, only for 1 00 per cent. de- mediate transformer with a tertiary 
many ways. In the · circuit you submit fence work. winding to suit a varia•ble selectivity 
we would have the gravest doubts about • • arrangement. 
the ability of the first audio valve to Generol: In regard to frequency modu- A-No, we do not think that these 
either accept the full signal from a lotion. · are available at present. The firm which 
crystal pick-up or to drive the output To all who have written on this sub- previously listed these is now engaged 

solely on defence work . 

CA THODE-FOLLOWER nect to the constant 28 volt output. 
E 2 28X2$ 

( Continued from page 16) Ra= Rb =-=---=800 ohms. 

ary voltage must then be 
40 volts approximately. 
value of this is 28 volts. 

W 1 

264/6.4 or 28X 28 
The RMS Re = --- = 266 ohms. 

3 
The total connected load equals 120 

• W.R. (New Zealand) asks the reason 
why metal rectifiers are not so popular 
for h.t. circuits. 

A-Several times there have been 
attempts to popularise metal rectifiers to 
replace the old 80 type valve, but the 
valve has always won out. Possibly on 
account of being cheaper and more effi
cient. Due to the action of the cathode ohms when the extra loading allowed 

fol~ower stage, this voltage will re- for losses, two watts, is taken into 
mam constant no matter if part or account. From these examples, others - - - - - - - - - - - - -
:i,ll. of the load is disconnected. Thus using different tubes, in class A or SOM ETH I NG FRESH 

( Continued from page 6) 1t rs seen that the power output from B, can be worked out quite readilv. 
the tubes is inversely proportional to No doubt, other applications of the 
the load, provided that the load is not versatile cathode follower will come to 2A3 in the output, using the audio 
reduced below 5000 ohms. In fact, mind. The constancy of power deliver• transformer as before, but neglecting 
the output stage can be regarded as ed to loads with changes of loading, the centre-tap, thereby getting the 
a 28 volt A.C. supply with almost per- the avoidance of dangerous peak volt: effect of a higher step-up ratio. The 
feet regulation up to its maximum ages if the load is suddenly removed, resultant amplifier came up to expecta
output . of 5 watts. As a result, the and the lack of dummy loads and tions in every way and must surely 
power rnput to each speaker remains multi-tapped secondaries, should make he the finest job we have ever heard 
constant and there is no necessity to this output system very attractive for with a single 2A3. The amount of 
switch in dummy loads when speakers many audio apllications. Its freedom overload which can be handled without 
are switched out of circuit. from harmonic distortion, and its sat- distress is quite remarkable and any-

. . . . . isfying low frequency response will one who wants greater power for or-
If it IS desired to d1v1de the power make an appeal to high fidelity enthu- dinary household use must surely be 

un_ev~nly between speakers, using the siasts, who 'lvill find the cathode fol- a little on the deaf side. 
existing transformer, the problem can lower indispensable in a modern ampli- We hope that it won't be long now 
be regarded as. an Ohms law one, and fier, either as a novel tone control before we have ample time to do all 
~r~at_ed accordmgly. As an exam~le, volume expander, or output stage a~ the laboratory work on this amplifier 
rt rs mtended to feed two speakers with described herein that we would like to do and in the 
one watt each, _and o~e speaker with (r) Reference.-"C~thode follower output stage". meantime we offer it to' our readers 
three wa~ts. It rs reqmred to find the by c. J. Mitcheli, "Wireless Worl<i," April, 1944. as a most fertile field in which to ex-
speaker impedances necessary to con- Reprinted on page ro of this issue. periment. 
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Here are TWO NEW VALVES in the Eimac line 

. ' 

P'ti,tb DtM:JJ)atio,tt ( wo: 
Amvhfi«otien f<><l<>t 
f1l~m~nt Vo{1& " 
filo-l'tle~t CU'f-f·:t~t 
~t~·elB-1' 

Grid 
Odd 
Plot!?' 

Max!trt~MJ, 
Clo,,C 

?iol<> J · 

Pl"'" Cv•t•ot I~) 

Gn4 '""'"' D¢; Mia-~J:rrH,Utt P'ta.ii 
o· ,,-,,«1t<l>\ 1 """1>'} 

-The Austral · 

200¢ .... 11. ~....«, 
/ff 11sil1$ 1, 1'111\t 
,W1n;lJ,' ».iiilt, 

Smaller l>.rctlten of the lihnac 3·5'J" and 3'5TG, the$e 

t-wo trlWe$ are tilling a need in high-freqooncy equip· 

ment of telatii..:?; ,,)w--powared class. They attain a 
Wgh order of eiliclimcy ott frequet'lcy in rhe VHF range 
and P*tform (Ufually well at lower fr¢quencies. 

jn ev~ry way theSt:O two are worthy additions to the 
fimac f~ii}, .. • embodying all the IHmac featutes in· 
cludiug complete freedom from pt!emature emission 
fldh1res dpe to gas releast.>d internally. 

Cornpfote data is itvaila.ble without obligation. Write 
f<>r it today. Also ask for your complim,;u'.ltary copy of 

Ekt:trqnic TeJ,sis, a $lX:(j'•four page booklet which gives 

the fundamentals of Eleetr-oni~ aad mooy of its appli· 
- ~·· , t cations. Written in layman's languag.e, this booklet 

\. 1J t will aisist enginee1'S in explaining the at't to novice~. 

~ EITEl-M<(UllOUGH, INC., 893 Son Mateo Avenue, Son Bruno, Coliformc 
Pl1>nt• loeot;,d ot s.,., S•<>no. Colifo•nlc ,,,;· A oml Soll i.,,,., City, !Jt<>h 

, ,'~~R~ 

· c,r, 1944. 
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HERE'S PROOF 
"I'm blessing the day I started with A.R.C. 
Already I've earned enough to cover all ex
penditure including ( 1 ) Course paid for; 12 ) 
Two meters value pre-war £26; ( 3) four 
Radios to learn on and experiment on, plus o 
fair amount of stock, vol ue roughly £ 1 5-and 
best of all, worth more than oll--0 decent 
future." H.B., Western Australia. 

TRAIN AT HOME, IN CAMP, OR AT 
OUR BENCHES 

A.R.C. offers ambitious men o sound, proven 
course in Radio Engineering. Sound because ,t 
is the result of many years' successful opera
tion, proven because hundreds of ex-students 
owe their present success to the College. You 
con learn with equal facility at home, or even 
in comp with your unit ( by means of our 
corespondence course), whilst the modernly
equipped College workshops ore available to 
night students. 

NOTHING 
sue/,;,: clBRARY ~ ; 

llKE._ -, .... ---, ~-.,, 
PROFJCl£NCY 

Training brings proficiency in war or 
peace, the end of the war must find 
you prepared and proficient if your 

Future is to be assured. An untrained man will be at a great dis
a dvantage in the Post-war World with its keen competition and 
commercial re-adjustments. Radio is a young industry which has 
shown remarkable progress in the last few years and its future possi
bilities are unlimited. Radio engineering wants trained men urgently, 
ambitious men make big money. You can assure your Future by 
embarking on a sound course of technical training now. Don't delay, 
the sooner you start to train the sooner you can take your place i~ 
one of t-he most vital and fast moving professions. 

YOU CAN START RIGHT AWAY 
Right now openings in Radio ore ,greater than 
the number of men available to fill them. 
Here ore three good reasons, moreover, why 
A.R.C. Radio Training must interest you so 
vitally. 1. You will enter to-day's most pro
gressive industry. 2. You will be pulling your 
weight in the war effort. 3. You will hove a 
splendid career ahead of you when the war 
is over. 

IT COSTS LITTLE 
Think of this--for o few pence per day
octuoly less than many fellows spend on 
tobocco--you con prepare yourself for a man
sized job in Radio NOW. 

PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE 
NNECESSARY 

You don't need a knowledge of Radio or 
Electricity- we'll g ive you all you need of both 
in o simple, practical manner that makes 
learning easy, presented. too, in such a way 
that you remember what you're taught and 
speedily gain the opportunity to PRACTICALLY 
use your knowledge. A .R.C. Training fully 
covers Radio Service Men's Livensing require
ments. 

SEND FOR THIS BOOK 

Measure- A U S T R A L I A N 

First thing to do if you 
want to secure vital 
Radio facts is to send 
for "Careers in Radio & 
Television,'' a lavishly 
,llustroted book pub
l ished by the College 
and available to ap
proved enquirer~. Send 
Coupon for your FREE 
COPY NOW! 

ments of one Millionth 
of on inch by Radio is now R A D I Q possible. •' ' .. ''..,'' ...... ' '' .. ' .. -.. .... ' ........ ' ' 
Think of it, the incredibly small dimensions I To Mr. L a. GRAHAM, Prtnclpal, -
may be accurately read with electric gauges. C Q L L E G E I Australian Radio College Pty. Ltd. -
These gauges respond to changes in reac- 1 Broadway, Sydney. 'Phone, M 6391-2 -
tonce caused by the thickness of the material : Dear Sir,- 1 am int8f'ffted In Radio. Pie- ' 
under test. Such electric gouges ore being PTY LTD - send me, without obligation on my i:,art 
used to measure the thickness of films or • • - t':>t! fr~ book, "Carffrs in Radio end t• 
coating on magnetic surfaces, metal platings, - v,a,an. , . u in 
and the thickness of insulating material and - NAME 
Iron and steel. Here is a remarkable new Cnr. BlOADWA Y 6' CITY ROAD - i\ODRESs···::::···· :::::::::·.:::::·:.:: .. 
application of the 20th Century's "wonder - A R v,, 
worker" RAPIO! SYDNEY • PhOM M6391-M6:192... ................ ········· · · --:--::--:-:-"""".:-:--:--~-:-------------------------"'..:..~u...-.:..:· ':.:'~._. ..... .<adio World, 09 ............ ,., 

by tti - Vridge Prlntery, 117 R-rvolr St., Svdney, N.S.W. for the proprietor of the "Al. ,. -,.,oir St Syd,-




